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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Jacksonville Aviation Authority (JAA) has undertaken an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the removal
and mitigation of jurisdictional wetlands that are deemed to be Hazardous Wildlife Habitat on Jacksonville
International Airport (JAX). This EA has been prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA) and in accordance with FAA Order 1050.1F, Environmental Impacts: Policies and Procedures,
and FAA Order 5050.4B, National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Implementing Instructions for Airport
Actions. After review of the EA, and consideration of comments from the public and federal, state and local
agencies, the Federal Aviation Administration will process a Final EA and make an environmental
determination on the project.
JAX is a commercial aviation airport located at 2400 Yankee Clipper Drive, Jacksonville, Florida 32218,
approximately 13 miles north of downtown Jacksonville. The airport property lies in Section 39, Township 1
North, Range 26 East in Duval County. See Exhibits 1A and 1B for additional location detail. This airport is
owned and operated by JAA and experiences approximately 95,000 aircraft operations per year. The majority
of aircraft operations (61%) include multi-engine commercial aviation aircraft, with a small portion coming
from general aviation operations (14%). The Florida Air National Guard (FLANG) is also based at JAX. This
unit flies F-15s and approximately 9% of all operations at JAX are military1. JAX maintains two runways,
Runway 8/26 and Runway 14/32. Runway 8/26 is the larger runway and is 10,000 feet long by 150 feet wide,
while Runway 14/32 is 7,701 feet long by 150 feet wide
The proposed Project Site is 166.59 acres and lies entirely within the Air Operations Area (AOA) of JAX,
directly northeast of Runway 8/26. The majority of the Project Site is mowed and maintained uplands and
wetlands, with an approximately 6.21-acre forested wetland along the southern project boundary. The focus
of this EA is to document potential environmental impacts associated with the filling of approximately 58.82
acres of wetlands within the Project Site. The jurisdictional wetlands are regulated by both the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) and St. Johns River Water Management District (SJRWMD). No other wetland
impacts and no developments are proposed as a part of this project.
1.1

Permitting History

Approximately 14.70 acres of the 52.82 acres of jurisdictional wetlands in the proposed Project Site were
created as part of past permitting efforts to mitigate impacts associated with Runway 7/25 improvements
(now named Runway 8/26). SJRWMD permit 17834-4 was issued in 1993 and required the creation of 9.84
acres of herbaceous wetlands which are routinely mowed and maintained. This SJRWMD permit also
required creation of 11.33 acres of forested wetlands, of which 4.86 acres remain in the project site and will
be removed as part of the proposed project.
In 1999, JAA initiated a Conceptual Environmental Resource Permit (CERP) with SJRWMD and an Individual
Permit with USACE. These permits sought to lay the framework for stormwater management and future
wetland impact associated with the JAX Master Plan, and encompass the Project Site that is the subject of
this EA. The Master Plan included various new roadways, airport infrastructural improvements, and aviationrelated development. Although the CERP would not fully authorize construction of stormwater facilities or
1 Source: https://www.airnav.com/airport/KJAX last updated on 30 May 2018
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development, this permit would constitute conceptual approval of jurisdictional wetland impacts, mitigation to
offset these impacts, and stormwater management design criteria. While the CERP would lay the groundwork
for expedited future construction permitting with SJRWMD, the USACE Individual permit would authorize the
federally regulated activities identified in the application without further permitting requirements. The JAX
CERP (No. 4-031-17756-3) was approved by the SJRWMD Governing Board on 10 April 2001. The permit
conceptually authorized stormwater treatment methods proposed within the Master Plan. In addition, this
permit authorized 147.24 acres of wetland impacts, and allowed for the establishment of an approximate
1,320-acre JAX Mitigation Management Area (MMA) in the northwest portion of JAX airport property. As
conceptually authorized, the MMA would comprise 62.04 acres of forested wetland creation; widespread
managed wetland and upland restoration, preservation, and enhancement; and placed under conservation
easement for preservation in perpetuity. See the attached JAX Overall Boundary and Mitigation Area Map
(Exhibit 2) for an illustration of the CERP, MMA, and Project Site boundaries. The SJRWMD CERP permit
remains valid until 10 April 2021.
The USACE Individual Permit No. 200005079 (IP-BAL), was issued in November 2003, and fully authorized
87.40 acres of fill into Waters of the United States at JAX, with mitigation to include wetland creation,
restoration, enhancement, and preservation within the on-site MMA. This permit expired in 2013.

2.0 PROPOSED ACTION
JAA is proposing to fill approximately 52.82 acres of wetlands at the eastern end of Runway 8/26 within the
AOA. Most of these wetlands (42.91 acres) are routinely mowed and maintained by JAX to comply with safety
standards outlined in 14 CFR Part 77 Safe, Efficient Use, and Preservation of the Navigable Airspace. Since
2006, these jurisdictional wetlands have been documented as being hazardous wildlife attractants in various
wildlife surveys and, eventually, in the JAX Wildlife Hazard Management Plan that was approved by the FAA
in 2011. The forested and deeper wetland systems on-site provide significant nesting and foraging habitat
for numerous bird species, while the frequently mowed and maintained wetlands provide ample foraging and
loafing habitat. Wildlife attracted to these wetland areas are documented hazards to aviation. Wildlife species
of concern include large flocks of blackbirds and large wading birds (e.g. great blue herons and great egrets).
Because the wetlands are located both north and east of the Runway 26 end, potentially hazardous wildlife
routinely cross the aircraft approach/departure paths when travelling back and forth between the wetlands.
The wetland boundaries and corresponding acreages within this EA are approximate and will be verified by
each agency during the permitting process prior to wetland fill. Wetlands will be filled utilizing Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) Erosion and Sediment Control Manual (2013) Best Management
Practices (BMP) for reducing impacts from mechanized fill. These include, but are not limited to, utilizing low
pressure equipment, not disturbing areas directly adjacent to construction activities and utilizing a vegetated
buffer strip. The wetlands will be filled utilizing clean fill material and graded to match the existing upland
topography. Prior to filling, muck soils may be removed to ensure final fill and contours are stable. Silt fencing
will be utilized during fill activities to prevent impact (erosion and sedimentation) to nearby waters and wetland
areas. Following fill activities, bare areas will be seeded in order to maintain the areas as mowed airport turf.
Stormwater conveyance ditches located within the Project Site will not be altered as a part of this project and
the function and capacity of the airfield stormwater management system will not be affected.
Based on current regulatory requirements, all permanent impacts to wetlands are expected to require
mitigation. It is also assumed that due to proposed soil disturbance that additional cultural resource
2
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consultation and potentially field survey and/or mitigation may be required. All agency consultations and any
additional field survey or mitigation requirements will be completed during the design and permitting
processes, prior to any ground disturbance.

3.0 PURPOSE AND NEED
JAX is of significant regional economic importance to north Florida. JAX has approximately 60 on-site
aviation-related tenants. The annual economic impact of JAX is realized in not only the direct impact of
tenants and businesses on airport, but indirectly through spending by visitors who come to north Florida on
commercial or general aviation flights. In order to promote safe travel to and from JAX, on-site natural and
man-made wetland systems must be managed.
The purpose of the Proposed Action is to eliminate man-made and natural jurisdictional wetlands that are
documented hazardous wildlife attractants at the approach end of Runway 26, which would enhance safety
of aircraft and people that use the airport. These wetlands have long hydroperiods, are dense with vegetation,
and provide ample loafing, feeding and nesting habitats, as well as cover for birds that are hazardous to
aircraft. JAA plans to fill these wetlands to reduce the risk of a wildlife strike.
Since 1990, 981 bird strikes at JAX have been reported to the FAA Wildlife Strike Database (wildlife.faa.gov).
Approximately 26% of all strikes occurred during approaches and landings for Runway 26. The number of
strikes may be underestimated for two reasons: (1) reporting wildlife strikes to the FAA is voluntary and not
all strikes are reported; and (2) even when strikes are reported, the runway on which the strike occurred
and/or the phase of flight may not be recorded. Of the 981 reported strikes at JAX, 48% did not report a
species (species “unknown”). Wading birds, waterfowl, and blackbirds (species that are most attracted to
these herbaceous wetlands) comprise 10% of all remaining known species strikes. See Table 3-1 below for
a list of strikes with substantial damages that occurred in this area of the airfield.
Table 3-1. Strikes Reported with Substantial Damages that have Occurred at the Runway 26 Approach
Species
Aircraft
Struck
Unknown
8/17/1998 Bird
– Delta 757
Medium
Date

9/17/2000 Cattle Egret

4/25/2015

Canada
Goose

Phase of
Details
Flight
Bird was ingested in #1 Engine; several bent fan blades
Approach
were noted; plane landed safely
RWY 25

Delta CRJ Take-off
100/200
RWY 7

American
Airlines
A-319

Climb
RWY 8

Bird was ingested in #2 Engine; 38 fan blades lost; aborted
take-off; was reported as cattle egret, but pilots said “stork
or crane”; wood storks, sandhill cranes, and white ibis are
also possibilities for this strike; no snarge (i.e. blood or
feathers) collected or sent to Smithsonian for analysis by the
Feather ID lab
One bird ingested in #2 Engine, one struck landing gear;
aircraft made precautionary landing; declared emergency
Alert 2; ATC reported flames from engine; RWY remained
closed for debris clean up; reported $1.5 million in damages
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In 2002, a Wildlife Hazard Assessment (WHA) was completed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Wildlife
Services (USDA/WS). This WHA was supplemented by continual monitoring surveys and was eventually
updated in 2018 by the USDA/WS. These surveys, and subsequent Wildlife Hazard Management Plans
(WHMPs), have consistently identified the wetlands located within the Project Site as hazardous wildlife
attractants. The original WHMP (completed in 2011) and each annual update have consistently
recommended eliminating low areas of standing water on the airfield, and specifically cited the wetlands at
the approach end of Runway 26. In an effort to reduce aircraft/wildlife encounters, JAX secured the services
of a full-time wildlife biologist from USDA/WS in February 2016.
The Proposed Action will implement measures identified in the WHMP to reduce the hazardous wildlife
attractants at JAX. The removal of the wetlands that attract wildlife into the AOA and impact the runway’s
approach, departure, and transitional surfaces is vital for the maintenance of runway safety for pilots and
airport operations, as well as people that fly into and out of JAX. In addition to the safety objectives discussed
above, the JIA is obligated to address the wildlife hazard conditions that are the subject of this EA. These
obligations are discussed below.
3.1
3.1.1

Airport Sponsor Obligations
Airport Operating Certificate Requirements

Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 139, Certification of Airports, provides certification
requirements for airports with scheduled or unscheduled commercial passenger service that is conducted
with aircraft with more than 30 seats. Airport Operating Certificates serve to ensure safety in air
transportation. JAX currently holds a Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and is required to comply with the
operational and safety standards prescribed by certification program. Eliminating the wetlands at the
approach end of Runway 26 would meet the specific operating requirements of 14 CFR Part 139.337, which
states “…the certificate holder must formulate and implement a [wildlife hazard management] plan…The plan
must provide measures to alleviate or eliminate wildlife hazards to air carrier operations.”
JAX is subject to regular FAA Part 139 certification inspections. Noncompliance subjects the airport to
monetary fines or revocation of the Airport Operating Certificate. Revocation of JAX’s certificate would result
in the loss of passenger service at JAX. Finally, 14 CFR Part 139.337(g) states, “FAA Advisory Circulars
contain methods and procedures for wildlife hazard management at airports that are acceptable to the
Administrator.”
Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5200-33, Hazardous Wildlife Attractants on or near Airports, provides guidance
on certain land uses that have the potential to attract hazardous wildlife to airports. This guidance is
applicable to all airports that hold Airport Operating Certificates and receive funding under Federal grant
assistance programs (see Section 3.1.2 below for further details). The AC recommends a separation distance
of 10,000 feet between the AOA and the hazardous wildlife attractant at airports serving turbine-powered
aircraft or a separation distance of 5-miles for all airports, specifically if the attractant could cause hazardous
wildlife movement into or across the approach and departure airspace. Wetlands are listed in the AC as one
of the land-use practices that potentially attract wildlife. Section 2.4.1 Existing Wetlands on or near Airport
Property states, “At public-use airports, the FAA recommends immediately correcting, in cooperation with
local, state, and Federal regulatory agencies, any wildlife hazards arising from existing wetlands located on
or near airports within 5 miles of the aircraft operations area.”
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3.1.2

Applicable Grant Assurances

Through the acceptance of federal financial assistance for airport projects (e.g., Airport Improvement
Program grants) JAA is obligated to maintain and operate JAX in a safe and efficient manner. Specifically,
Grant Assurance No. 19 states that “The airport and all facilities which are necessary to serve the
aeronautical users of the airport, other than facilities owned or controlled by the United States, shall be
operated at all times in a safe and serviceable condition and in accordance with the minimum standards as
may be required or prescribed by applicable Federal, state and local agencies for maintenance and
operation.” In addition to Grant Assurance No. 19, Grant Assurance No. 34 also states, the airport “will carry
out the project in accordance with policies, standards, and specifications approved by the Secretary including
but not limited to the advisory circulars listed in the Current FAA Advisory Circulars for AIP projects.”

4.0 ALTERNATIVES
Two alternatives to the Proposed Action were considered: Active Wildlife Hazard Management Control
Alternative and the No Action Alternative.
4.1

Active Wildlife Hazard Management Control

Under the Active Wildlife Hazard Management Control Alternative, the 52.82 acres of jurisdictional wetlands
would not be filled but would be subject to increased wildlife management techniques. Current active control
methods implemented at JAX include the use of pyrotechnics, vehicle harassment, bioacoustics, lethal take
when necessary, trapping, and egg oiling and nest destruction. This alternative would increase the frequency
of direct wildlife management control efforts (e.g. active wildlife management) and implement additional
methods, as necessary. For example, JAA or USDA/WS staff would actively disperse or take wildlife at the
Runway 26 approach before and after every take-off or landing, which would require staff to be present at
this location whenever the runway is in use. In addition, JIA would increase active management by placing a
remote-controlled propane cannon(s) at the approach that can be deployed from the operations vehicle
and/or air traffic control tower when hazardous wildlife is observed.
This alternative would not meet the purpose and need of the project. JAX presently implements extensive
active management techniques to discourage hazardous wildlife from using these wetlands. However, as
long as the wetlands persist, they will continue to attract hazardous wildlife. Further, active management
techniques are reactive and do not provide the same level of safety enhancement as permanent habitat
alteration. In addition, this alternative is not practical long-term solution from a logistics or cost perspective.
Because this alternative would only enhance safety incrementally, this alternative will not be carried forward
for more detailed analysis in the EA.
4.2

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the 52.82 acres of wetlands would not be cleared, and current Active Wildlife
Hazard Management Control techniques would continue to be implemented at the airport. The No Action
Alternative would not meet the purpose and need of the Proposed Action, which is to enhance safety at JAX
by eliminating the subject hazardous wildlife attractants.
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Although the No-Action Alternative does not meet the purpose and need, it was retained for further
environmental analysis because it provides a baseline for comparative purposes to fulfill FAA’s responsibility
under NEPA and the CEQ regulations.
The Proposed Action and No Action alternatives are carried forward throughout this analysis.

5.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
The 166.59-acre Project Site is comprised of frequently mowed and maintained undeveloped land at the
northeastern end of Runway 8/26, within the boundary of the AOA. Approximately 52.82 acres of wetlands
within this area are jurisdictional wetlands regulated by SJRWMD and USACE. Of the total wetlands within
the Project Site, approximately 9.84 acres were created as part of a mitigation plan for improvements to
Runway 7/25 (now Runway 8/26) that were undertaken in the early 1990s. The remaining 42.98 acres are
predominately comprised of frequently mowed and maintained herbaceous depressions with two forested
wetland habitats that total approximately 6.21 acres in size. All wetlands within the Project Site are proposed
to be filled. The majority of the uplands within the Project Site are mowed and maintained and are dominated
by ruderal grasses, with one small forested upland area located in the southwest portion of the project area.
5.1

Impact Categories That Are Not Present or Will Not Be Affected

Potential effects to all impact categories outlined in 1050.1F, Chapter 4 were considered. It was determined
that a number of resource areas were not present or would not be impacted by the Proposed Action. These
resources are listed and/or briefly summarized below.
5.1.1

DOT Act Section 4(f) Resources

There will be no direct or indirect impacts to Section 4(f) resources associated with the Proposed Action, as
regulated under Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act [49 USC 303(c)]. There are no parks,
recreation areas, or wildlife/waterfowl refuges, or historic sites of national, state, or local significance in the
vicinity of the project site.
5.1.2

Land Use

The Proposed Action is compatible with safe and continued airport operations and will not result in a change
of land use or zoning. The airport is zoned as Public Buildings and Facilities (PBF) and the surrounding areas
are zoned as Light Industrial (LI), Community/General Commercial (CGC), Agriculture (AGR), and Low
Density Residential (LDR) according to the City of Jacksonville Title XVII Land Use Development Code of
Ordinances. The area immediately surrounding the project site is within the PBF Zone and the boundary of
the airport. On-site areas designated for wetland fill lie entirely within the JAX property boundary and are not
slated for future development. Therefore, the Proposed Action will be fully compliant with local zoning
ordinances. The Proposed Action and No Action Alternative will not affect land use.
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5.1.3

Socioeconomic Impacts, Environmental Justice, and Children’s Environmental Health and Safety
Risks

The Project Site lies entirely within the airport property, with the surrounding areas remaining mostly
undeveloped and forested. The Proposed Action will not affect the capacity of the airport, increase flights, or
alter aircraft arrival and departure paths. No change in aircraft noise or air emissions would occur. The Grace
Baptist Church, located 2.3 miles southeast of the Project Site, is the closest community-based facility and
will not be impacted by the Proposed Action.
The table below describe demographic and economic characteristics of Duval county and the state of Florida.
Table 5-1 race and ethnicity information for Duval County below, shows that most of the county and the state
of Florida is white, at 62.80% and 74.65% respectively. The second largest racial group is Black or African
American in the county and the state, 31.20% and 16.01% respectively. Most employment in Duval County
occurs in the education services, health care and social assistance at 21.20% of civilian population employed
over 16 years of age.
Table 5-1. Race and Ethnic Groups in the Project Area (2013-2018 5-year Estimates)
Race/Ethnic Group
Duval County
Florida
Estimate
Percent
Estimate
Percent
Total population
950,181
100.00%
21,299,325
100.00%
White
596,474
62.80%
15,899,574
74.65%
Black or African American
296,426
31.20%
3,410,741
16.01%
American Indian and Alaska Native
8,176
0.90%
59,870
0.28%
Asian
59,747
6.30%
593,634
2.79%
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
3,665
0.40%
12,841
0.06%
Some other race
24,576
2.60%
708,740
3.33%
Source: United States Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Service Survey for Race/Ethnic Groups in Duval County, Florida and the
state of Florida.
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Table 5-2. Employment by Industry for Dual County, Florida (2018 - 1 Year Estimates)
INDUSTRY
Percent of Total Population
Civilian employed population 16 years and over (Total)
462,060
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining
0.20%
Construction
6.80%
Manufacturing
5.20%
Wholesale trade
2.50%
Retail trade
12.10%
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities
6.70%
Information
1.30%
Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and leasing
10%
Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste
management services
Educational services, and health care and social assistance

13.50%
21.20%

Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food services
Other services (except public administration)
Public administration

10.10%
6%
4.50%

Source: United States Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Service Survey for Employment industry type for populations over the
age of 16 in Duval County, Florida

Table 5-3. Poverty Status in the past 12 Months (2013-2018 5-year Estimates)

Duval County, FL
Florida
United States

Population for Whom Poverty
Status is Determined
903,209
20,178,544
314,943,184

Population Below
poverty level
139,758
2,983,851
44,257,979

Percent below poverty
level
15.50%
14.80%
14.10%

Source: United States Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Service Survey for Poverty Status for populations for whom poverty
status is determined

Because the Proposed Action would not generate any significant direct or indirect impacts, the Proposed
Action, will have no socioeconomic impacts; will not affect any minority or low-income populations; and will
not increase risks to children’s health or safety.
5.1.4

Wild and Scenic Rivers

There are no Wild and Scenic Rivers, Study Rivers, or any segments of rivers adjacent to such resources
within or adjacent to the Project Site. The closest Wild and Scenic River is the Wekiva River located over 130
miles south of JAX. Therefore, neither the Proposed Action nor the No Action alternative will affect Wild and
Scenic Rivers.
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5.2

Impact Categories That Are Present or May Be Affected

The following impact categories are comprised of resources that warranted further evaluation to determine
the potential effect of the Proposed Action (wetland filling) and the No Action alternative.
5.2.1

Air Quality

Duval County is in an “attainment” area for all criteria pollutants having a National Ambient Air Quality
Standard (NAAQS)2. The last year that Jacksonville was not in attainment was 1994. The Proposed Action
will not increase air traffic nor will it increase vehicular traffic at JAX. Temporary effects to air quality would
include construction equipment emissions and increased particulate dust emissions during the time the
wetlands are filled. Dust emissions will be localized and will not affect any adjoining properties. Dust will be
limited during construction through the use of BMPs. Emissions may occur due to land disturbing activities,
motor vehicles accessing the Project Site during construction, and as direct emissions from construction
equipment. Following completion of all construction activities, natural areas will be replanted with bahia grass
(Paspalum notatum) to control erosion and allow regular mowing and maintenance activities on the airfield.
Regular on-going mowing and maintenance will resume immediately following completion of the project.
Potentially significant air quality impacts associated with the Proposed Action would be demonstrated by the
project or action exceeding one or more of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for any of the time
periods analyzed or increasing the frequency or severity of any such existing violations. The project will not
generate enough project-related emissions to cause or contribute to an exceedance of any NAAQS.
Therefore, neither the Proposed Action nor the No-Action alternative will have a significant air quality impact.
5.2.2

Climate

The Proposed Action will not increase long-term greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), as no additional aircraft
operations or vehicular traffic will result from the project. Short-term and very localized increases in emissions
may result during construction from the use of equipment; however, pre-construction levels should be
restored immediately following construction.
There are no significance thresholds for aviation GHG emissions, nor has the FAA identified specific factors
to consider in making a significance determination for GHG emissions. Based on the minor and temporary
nature of emissions associated with the Proposed Action, it is not anticipated to exceed any threshold
indicating a significant impact. Therefore, neither the Proposed Action nor the No-Action alternative will
adversely affect climate.
5.2.3

Coastal Resources

The entire State of Florida is located within a coastal zone; however, the Proposed Action is approximately
14 miles inland of the nearest coastal waters. The project will not directly or indirectly affect coastal resources.
The Proposed Action is anticipated to be consistent with the Florida Coastal Management Program (FCMP).
Final consistency will be determined by the State of Florida during the environmental permitting process. The
project site is not located within a designated coastal barrier resource zone.
2 Source: https://www3.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/anayo_fl.html - Last updated December 2019
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Therefore, neither the Proposed Action nor the No-Action Alternative will not have a significant impact on
coastal resources.
5.2.4

Hazardous Materials, Pollution Prevention, and Solid Waste

No hazardous materials or contaminants are known to occur within or immediately adjacent to the project
site. The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) online database shows no active or
archived Superfund National Priorities List (NPL) sites at JAX. The Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP) Contaminator Locator Map shows no hazardous waste sites within the Project Site.
Several FDEP cleanup sites do occur within the boundary of the airport, the closest being Signature Flight
Support (Facility ID 8626007) located off Yonge Drive (approximately 0.80 miles southwest of the Project
Site). The Proposed Action will involve the placement of clean fill material into approximately 52.82 acres of
jurisdictional wetlands and grading the filled areas. JAX implements a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) for the entire airport, which includes measures to minimize pollutant runoff into receiving water
bodies. Minimal solid waste, in the form of woody vegetative debris, will be generated as a result of tree
clearing in the southern portion of the Project Site. Prior to construction, JAX will obtain the necessary
Environmental Resource Permits to ensure the proposed action will not adversely affect water quality on and
off site. No other solid waste (beyond existing levels) will be generated as a part of this Proposed Action.
The wetlands within the Project Site will be filled and graded by mechanical means. The use of mechanical
equipment will result in the use of petroleum products that may have the potential to spill or leak in the Project
Site. Adherence to the JAX SWPPP will help ensure that any leaked contaminants will be properly managed.
No significant impacts related to hazardous materials, pollution, or solid waste are anticipated.
5.2.5

Farmlands

The Project Site contains the following mapped soil types: Mascotte fine sand (38), Pelham fine sand (51),
Sapelo fine sand (63), Surrency loamy fine sand, depressional (66), Pelham fine sand, ponded (82), and
water (99) (Exhibit 3). The Project Site does not contain land classified as Prime Farmland or Farmland of
Statewide Importance per the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Farmland
Classification Report (Appendix A). The Proposed Action involves filling and grading jurisdictional wetlands
that are neither designated nor used as farmlands. Neither the Proposed Action nor the No Action Alternative
will affect farmlands.
5.2.6

Natural Resources and Energy Supply

Neither the Proposed Action, nor the No-Action alternative, will have measurable effects on local supplies of
fuel, energy, or natural resources. The filling of 52.82 acres of wetlands will not result in changes to aircraft
or vehicle traffic patterns at JAX that would alter fuel usage or the consumption of natural resources. The
Proposed Action would not interfere with local energy providers’ abilities to meet the existing and future
demands. While a threshold has not been specifically identified by the FAA for these criteria, the Proposed
Action will have no effect on natural resources and local energy supplies.
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5.2.7

Noise and Noise-Compatible Land Use

The Proposed Action will not increase the number of flights at JAX or affect runway use, flight tracks, flight
track utilization, flight profiles, fleet mix, distribution of operations throughout an average day, or
approach/departure procedures. No operational noise impact would occur. A temporary increase in noise is
expected during construction; however, construction noise would be negligible given the distance from the
project site to the nearest noise-sensitive receptors. Construction noise will be temporary and will occur
during daytime hours. Construction activities will be subject to the City of Jacksonville Environmental
Protection Board, Rule 4, Noise Pollution Control. The Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative will not
have any noise impacts.
5.2.8

Visual Effects

Neither the Proposed Action nor the No-Action Alternative, will increase or alter airfield light sources. All
construction activity will take place during daylight hours and the use of night lighting is not required. The
project will remove 6.21 acres of vegetation (trees and shrubs) in the forested wetlands and 0.33 acre of
forested uplands. Given the location of the project site and the lack of nearby residential areas or other
receptors, no light impacts or substantial visual impacts would occur. While thresholds to determine the
significance of visual effects have not been established by the FAA due to their subjective nature, the
Proposed Action will not exceed any threshold indicating a significant impact.
5.2.9

Historical, Architectural, Archaeological and Cultural Resources

A Cultural Resource Desktop Survey for the Jacksonville International Airport Wetland Removal Project,
Duval County, Florida was prepared for the Proposed Action (Appendix B). The Desktop Survey evaluated
previous archaeological research on and in the vicinity of the project site. The survey also examined historic
maps, aerial photographs, and environmental data (e.g., soil, topography, hydrology), as they relate to the
potential for the Proposed Action to encounter archaeological and cultural resources.
A review of the Florida Master Site File indicates that 10 cultural resource surveys were previously conducted
in the immediate surrounding area. None intersected with the Project Action’s Area of Potential Effect (APE).
One survey area adjoins the eastern boundary of the APE and several survey areas are in proximity to the
APE. The surveys located one archaeological site and five architectural resources within one mile of the APE.
These resources were determined to be ineligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.
There are no standing structures within the APE. Based on historic aerial photos, a small farm was located
on the southeast edge of the APE. However, the building(s) that were associated with the farm were removed
at some point after 1943. Although archaeological testing in this area would likely result in the recovery of
artifacts, the presence of intact or significant archaeological deposits was considered to not be likely. Much
of the remaining APE has been disturbed through historic development of the airport and previous wetland
mitigation projects. Overall, the Cultural Resource Desktop Survey indicates the proposed project has a low
probability of encountering significant historic, archaeological, or cultural resources.
In addition to coordination with the Florida State Clearinghouse (Appendix C), on November 26, 2019, the
FAA sent letters to the Florida State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to initiate consultation under the
National Historic Preservation Act (Section 106) and its implementing regulations at 36 CFR Part 800. The
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letter provided a description of the Proposed Action, a description of the APE, a summary of the research
conducted for the Proposed Action, a copy of the Desktop Survey report, and the FAA’s opinion that the
Proposed Action would not affect historic properties. Letters containing the same information was also sent
to the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida, Muscogee (Creek) Nation, Poarch Band of Creek Indians,
Seminole Nation of Oklahoma, and the Seminole Tribe of Florida. As of the date of this Draft EA, the SHPO
and the Native American Indian tribes have not responded to FAA’s consultation letters. Based on available
information, the FAA has determined that the Proposed Action would not affect historic resources and no
further consultation is required. However, to address the possibility of unexpected finds during wetland filling
activities, JIA and the project’s contractors will be required to comply with the following special condition:
If prehistoric or historic artifacts, such as pottery or ceramics, projectile points, dugout canoes,
metal implements, historic building materials, or any other physical remains that could be
associated with Native American, early European, or American settlement are encountered at any
time within the project site area, the permitted project shall cease all activities involving subsurface
disturbance in the vicinity of the discovery. The applicant shall contact the Florida Department of
Historic Resource and Native American Indian tribes. Project activities shall not resume without
verbal and/or written authorization. In the event that unmarked human remains are encountered
during permitted activities, all work shall stop immediately, and the proper authorities notified in
accordance with Section 872.05, F.S.
Based on the research conducted and the nature of the proposed project (filling wetlands), the Proposed
Action is not anticipated to have a significant impact in historic, historic architectural, and cultural resources.
5.2.10 Biological Resources – Wildlife and Plants
Both the Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative were evaluated for impacts to wildlife and habitat
resources, including federal and state protected species, in accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA, 1973) and Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 402, as amended. A
list of federally protected species that may occur in Duval County was obtained from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC, Appendix D). A list of state protected
species that may occur in Duval County was obtained from the Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI,
Appendix E). Literature reviews, agency database searches, and agency coordination were conducted to
identify listed species potentially occurring within the Project Site or “Action Area” under ESA. The Soil Survey
of City of Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida (Exhibit 3), recent aerial photographs, Geographic Information
System (GIS) Land Cover and Land Use data published by SJRWMD (2009), and field reconnaissance were
utilized to determine habitat types occurring within and adjacent to the Action Area.
Both upland and wetland habitats were evaluated. Water resources and wetland habitats are discussed in
Section 5.2.10. The vast majority of the habitat within the Project Site consists of maintained bahia grass.
This habitat is highly impacted by routine maintenance activities.
One small forested upland (0.33-acre) is located in the southwest corner of Wetland 1 directly adjacent to
Wetland 3. This habitat is classified as Pine Flatwoods and is common throughout northeast Florida.
Dominant species include slash pine, gallberry (Ilex glabra), water oak (Quercus nigra), bracken fern
(Pteridium aquilinum), and yellow jessamine (Gelsemium sempervirens). Neither the Proposed Action nor
the No Action alternative will adversely affect uplands.
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Surveys for suitable habitat and listed species were conducted by a Certified Wildlife Biologist using visual
and aural methods. Pedestrian transects were established to ensure all habitats were appropriately surveyed.
Listed wildlife species were identified by burrows, scat, shed skins, tracks, sightings, and/or their distinctive
calls. The field survey was completed within the constraints of the project schedule and may not have
coincided with the optimal conditions for each species (seasonal movements, nesting times, flowering
periods, etc.). Trapping, netting, drift fence surveys, night surveys, and multi-day surveys were not conducted.
The probability of occurrence of each species is discussed below.
The probability of occurrence of protected species in the Action Area was determined based on the presence
of suitable habitat and/or observations of each species. Each species was assigned a probability of
occurrence (none, low, moderate, or high), defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

None – Species that are known to occur in the county, but for which habitat is non-existent in the
Action Area.
Low – Species that are known to occur in the county, but for which preferred habitat is limited in the
Action Area.
Moderate – Species that are known to occur in the county, and whose suitable habitat is well
represented within or adjacent to the Action Area, but no observations or positive indicators exist to
verify their presence.
High – Species that are known to occur in the county and are suspected to occur based on known
ranges and existence of sufficient preferred habitat within or immediately adjacent to the Action Area,
or species which have been previously observed or documented within the Action Area.

Wildlife within the Project Site is actively managed through the WHMP. Activities include maintaining grass,
shrubs, and trees; removing potential wildlife attractants; and actively harassing wildlife including lethal
control. Such activities reduce the potential for listed species to rely on the Project Site.
Federal Protected Species Occurrence
Information from USFWS and FNAI records were searched in March 2020 for known occurrences of federally
listed species within Duval County. Results are shown in Table 5-4 below. No determination is made at this
time regarding candidate species for federal listing. Effects determinations will be made for candidate species
if they become listed before the project is constructed.
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Table 5-4. Federally-listed and candidate species – Duval County.
Federal/
State
Status

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

Chaff-seed

E/SE

Longleaf pine savannas,
sandhills, flatwoods, and
ecotones between
sandhills and ponds.
Semi-parasitic on roots
of Ilex glabra,
Gaylussacia, Hypericum,
etc.

No.

None.

Atlantic Sturgeon

E/FE

Atlantic Ocean and
portions of large river
systems.

No.

None.

Frosted
Flatwoods
Salamander

T/FT

Flatwoods with
wiregrass and
interspersed wetlands;
breeds in small ponds
and seasonally flooded
wetlands.

No.

None.

Caretta caretta

Loggerhead Sea
Turtle

T/FT

Open sea, bays,
lagoons, creeks;
beaches for nesting.

No.

None.

Chelonia mydas

Green Sea Turtle

T/FT

Open sea, inshore bays,
tidal creeks; beaches for
nesting.

No.

None.

Dermochelys coriacea

Leatherback Sea
Turtle

E/FE

Open sea; beaches for
nesting.

No.

None.

T/FT

Linked to xeric habitats
and gopher tortoise
burrows, but also uses
other natural habitats.
such as swamps and
freshwater marshes as
foraging habitat.

Yes.

Low.

Scientific Name

Common Name

Plants and Lichens

Schwalbea americana

Fish
Acipenser oxyrinchus
oxyrinchus

Amphibians

Ambystoma cingulatum

Reptiles

Drymarchon corais couperi

Eastern Indigo
Snake
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Table 5-4. Federally-listed and candidate species – Duval County.
Federal/
State
Status

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

Eretmochelys imbricata

Hawksbill Sea
Turtle

E/FE

Open sea, coastal
lagoons and waterways,
mangroves; beaches for
nesting.

No.

None.

Gopherus polyphemus

Gopher Tortoise

C/ST

Sandhills, scrub, dry
flatwoods, dry ruderal
areas.

No.

Low.

No.

None.

Scientific Name

Common Name

Birds

Calidris canutus

Red Knot

T/FT

Winter along sandy
beaches, saltmarshes,
lagoons, mudflats, and
mangrove swamps.

Charadrius melodus

Piping Plover

T/CH

Beaches, sandflats, and
mudflats.

No.

None.

T/FT

Forages in a wide variety
of freshwater and
brackish wetlands and
waterways, including
ponds and ditches.
Prefers waterbodies that
have shallow or variable
water levels to
concentrate fish prey.
Nests in colonies in
flooded trees or on
islands.

Yes.

Moderate.

E/FE

High quality firemaintained upland pine
forest with mature pines
with heart rot for nesting.

No.

None.

Eubalaena glacialis

North Atlantic
Right Whale

E/FE

Open ocean. Gives birth
near the Atlantic
shoreline between
December and March.

No.

None.

Trichechus manatus

West Indian
Manatee

T/CH/FT

Estuaries, tidal rivers,
springs, and spring runs.

No.

None.

Mycteria americana

Wood Stork

Picoides borealis

Red-cockaded
Woodpecker

Mammals
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Table 5-4. Federally-listed and candidate species – Duval County.
Scientific Name

Common Name

Federal/
State
Status

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

Legal Status and Notes
Federally-listed Species (FWS)
C = Candidate species for which federal listing agencies have sufficient information on biological vulnerability and threats to support proposing to
list the species as endangered or threatened.
CH = Critical Habitat has been designated in the county in which the project is located.
E = Endangered: species in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
T = Threatened: species likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
N = Not federally-listed.
State-listed Species
SAT = Listed as threatened for similarity of appearance.
SSC = Species of Special Concern.
ST = State threatened: species listed by the state that are likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant
portion of its range.
FE = Federally endangered: species federally listed as being in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
FT = Federally threatened: species federally listed as likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant
portion of its range.

Of the above federal-listed species, the wood stork is the only species with a moderate likelihood of
occurrence within the Action Area and is discussed below. Only federally listed species are afforded
protection under the ESA at this time. Species that are given a “none” or “low” probability of occurrence are
not likely to occur within the Action Area and are therefore not carried forward with this analysis.
BIRDS
The wood stork (Mycteria americana), listed as threatened, is a wetland-dependent wading bird. It lives in
areas containing woody vegetation over standing water, preferably in cypress trees or mangroves3. The
wood stork ranges across the state except for the western half of the panhandle2. It routinely travels 6-25
miles to feeding sites and is known to fly between 60-80 miles to find food3. It feeds in areas of calm and
clear water that is between 2-16 inches deep3. The wood stork requires areas that have long hydroperiods
that allow for its prey to reproduce, and droughts that concentrate its prey into small pools making it easier
to catch.
Major threats to these species include habitat fragmentation from development and water quality degradation.
FNAI data indicates no known occurrences of these species within a five-mile radius of the Project Site
(Exhibit 4). The closest documented wading bird rookery is approximately 7.4 miles northeast of the Project
Site and was last documented by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission (FWC) as active in the 1980s
(Exhibit 5).

2 Source: Rodgers, J. A., Jr., A. S. Wenner, and S. T. Schwikert. 1988. The use and function of green nest material by wood storks. Wilson Bull. 100:411-423
(cited in Rogers et al., 1996).
3 Source: Ogden, J.C. 1996. Wood Stork, Mycteria americana. 31-41 pp. In: Rare and Endangered Biota of Florida-Birds, Vol. V. Rodgers, J. A., Jr., Kale, H.
W., and Smith, H. T., eds. University Press of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
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FWS data indicates no documented observations within the Project Site. Per the JAX Wildlife Management
Log that has been maintained by Airport Operations staff consistently since 2009, wood storks were observed
at the approach to Runway 26 on three (3) separate occasions in June 2016. There have been no wood stork
sightings in this specific location since that time. On-site habitats contain suitable foraging habitat for the
wood stork. The closest documented wood stork colony is located approximately 6.9 miles south of the
Project Site at the Jacksonville Zoo (Exhibit 5). FWS designates Core Foraging Areas (CFAs) for each
documented wood stork colony by region. Duval County is within the North Florida region, which defines
each CFA as a 13-mile radius surrounding the colony location. All wetlands within the 13-mile radius are
considered Suitable Foraging Habitat (SFH) for wood storks.
All wetlands within the Project Site were surveyed for wood storks using visual and aural means. No wood
storks were observed within the Project Site during field investigations. However, wetlands within the Project
Site qualify as SFH. Therefore, this species has a moderate probability of occurrence.
At this time, the jurisdictional wetland impacts associated with the project are estimated. However, based on
preliminary determinations, it is expected that total permanent loss of wetlands and surface waters will be
approximately 52.82 acres within the Project Site, although these impacts may be offset by mitigation outside
the Project Site. Final wetland impacts and mitigation will be determined during the environmental permitting
process. A determination of “may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” for the wood stork was reached
using the Effect Determination Key developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS). Guidance issued by the USFWS states that if use of the key results in a
determination of “may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect”, the USFWS concurs with the determination
and no further consultation is necessary. The effect determination for the wood stork was completed as
follows:
•
•
•
•

A – Project more than 2500 feet from a colony site……………………………………………………………..……….(go to B)
Yes. Project is approximately 6.9 miles (36,432 feet) from the nearest colony.
B – Project impacts SFH…………………………………………………………………………………………..………..(go to C)
Yes. All wetlands within a 13-mile radius of a colony are considered SFH (in Duval County).
C – Project impacts to SFH are greater than or equal to 0.5 acre………………………………………………….….(go to D)
Yes. Wetland impacts for this project are estimated to be 52.82 acres.
D – Project impacts to SFH are within the CFA of a colony site, or wood storks have been documented foraging on a
project site outside the CFA……………………………………………………………….…………………………….….(go to E)
Yes. Project impacts to SFH are within the CFA of a colony site.
E – Project provides SFH compensation within the Service Area of a Service-approved wetland mitigation bank or wood
stork conservation bank preferably within the CFA, or consists of SFH compensation within the CFA consisting of
enhancement, restoration or creation in a project phased approach that provides an amount of habitat and foraging
function equivalent to that of impacted SFH (see Wood Stork Foraging Habitat Assessment Procedure for guidance), is
not contrary to the Service’s Habitat Management Guidelines For The Wood Stork In The Southeast Region and in
accordance with the CWA section 404(b)(1) guidelines………...................................................................................NLAA
Yes. See mitigation section below for further details.

Based on the above information, the FAA determined that the wetland Proposed Action “may affect, but is
not likely to adversely affect” the wood stork and no further consultation is required on this species. Appendix
F contains the complete Wood Stork Effects Determination Key.
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REPTILES
The eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon corais couperi) is listed as threatened by FWS. It occurs throughout
Florida, inhabiting mangrove swamps, wet prairies, xeric pinelands, and scrub. In the winter, the indigo snake
will use gopher tortoise burrows for shelter. During the warmer months, the indigo snake will be closer to
aquatic environments. Its range is usually less than 25 acres in the winter and can range from 150-250 acres
during the warmer months. The indigo snake is often found hunting in wetlands because of the large amount
of available prey. No Critical Habitat has been designated for this species.
GIS resources, including data from FWC and FNAI, were used to screen for potential documented indigo
snake sightings within or adjacent to the Action Area. This data shows no documented occurrences of the
eastern indigo snake within a five-mile radius of the Action Area (Exhibit 4). Eastern indigo snakes are
dependent on xeric habitat, and habitat suitability for indigo snakes is most easily determined by the presence
of gopher tortoise burrows. No xeric habitat is present on-site or in the immediate vicinity of the airport;
therefore, gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) burrows are unlikely to occur. No tortoise burrows were
observed during the field surveys. However, indigo snakes utilize wetlands as foraging habitat, and other
refugia such as stump holes and cavities excavated by species other than the gopher tortoise.
No individuals or signs of the eastern indigo snake were observed during the site visit. Although there is a
low probability of occurrence on the Project Site, this species is federally listed as threatened and foraging
habitat is present. Therefore, the FWS Eastern Indigo Snake Programmatic Effect Determination Key
(Appendix G) was used to assess the potential impacts to the eastern indigo snake. A determination of “may
affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” for the eastern indigo snake was reached using the Effect
Determination Key as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

A – Project is not located in open water or salt marsh…………………………………………………………………...(go to B)
Yes. The closest open water habitat is Thomas Creek, approximately 3 miles north of the Action Area.
B – Permit will be conditioned for use of the Service’s Standard Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo Snake during
site preparation and project construction………………………………………………………………………………….(go to C)
Yes. The Standard Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo Snake will be addressed during the permitting process.
C – There are burrows, holes, cavities, or other refugia where a snake could be buried or trapped and injured during
project activities………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………..(go to D)
Yes. There are several cavities that could offer potential refuge.
D – The project will impact less than 25 acres of xeric habitat (scrub, sandhill, or scrubby flatwoods) or less than 25
active and inactive gopher tortoise burrows……………………………………………………………………………….(go to E)
Yes. The project does not involve the impact of the above listed habitats but may impact refugia.
E – Any permit will be conditioned such that all gopher tortoise burrows, active or inactive, will be evacuated prior to site
manipulation in the vicinity of the burrow. If an indigo snake is encountered, the snake must be allowed to vacate the
area prior to additional site manipulation in the vicinity. Any permit will also be conditioned such that holes, cavities, and
snake refugia other than gopher tortoise burrows will be inspected each morning before planned site manipulation of a
particular area, and, if occupied by an indigo snake, no work will commence until the snake has vacated the vicinity of
the proposed work…………………………………………………………………………….……………………..…………NLAA
Yes. See mitigation section below for more details.

Based on the above information, the FAA determined that the Proposed Action “may affect, but is not likely
to adversely affect” the Eastern indigo snake and no further consultation is required on this species.
Appendix G for the complete Eastern Indigo Snake Effects Determination Key.
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MITIGATION RELATED TO FEDERALLY-LISTED SPECIES
During the field survey conducted on 24 April 2019, there were no visual observations of the wood stork or
eastern indigo snake. These species are highly mobile and can easily forage outside of the project area if
they are discovered. Therefore, no effect is anticipated. The Proposed Action will be undertaken with strict
adherence to all applicable BMPs. These include, but are not limited to, the use of silt fencing, the placement
of catch basins near drains, and revegetating exposed soil immediately after grading. These practices will
ensure that wetlands outside the Project Site will not be adversely impacted. Soil disturbance is limited to
filling existing wetland areas and grading the Project Site to appropriately drain. Due to the highly disturbed
nature of the on-site habitats, neither the Proposed Action nor the No Action alternative will adversely impact
these species.
A formal wetland mitigation plan will be established through the wetland permitting process with the
appropriate agencies; however, wetland mitigation will conform to USFWS requirements for the wood stork
and the Standard Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo Snake will be implemented during construction.
It is anticipated that wetland mitigation will be satisfied using a combination of mitigation options, including
purchasing mitigation bank credits within the appropriate basin, on-site preservation of wetlands, and possibly
wetland creation within the JAX MMA. Any mitigation within the JAX MMA will be a significant distance from
the aircraft movement areas. No species-specific mitigation is expected to be required for the wood stork,
eastern indigo snake, or any other federally listed species.
State Listed Species Occurrences
Information from USFWS and FNAI records were searched in March 2020 for known occurrences of state
listed species within Duval County. Table 5-5 shows the results of this search for state-listed species only.
Species that have both a state and federal listing are included in Table 5-4, above. No determination is made
at this time regarding candidate species for state listing. Effects determinations will be made for candidate
species if they become listed before the project is constructed.
Table 5-5. State-listed Species – Duval County.
Scientific Name

Common Name

State
Status

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

Plants and Lichens
Agrimonia incisa

Incised Groovebur

ST

Sandhills.

No.

None.

Asclepias viridula

Southern
Milkweed

ST

Wet flatwoods and
prairies, seepage slopes,
pitcherplant bogs.

Yes.

Low.

Balduina atropurpurea

Purple
Honeycomb-head

SE

Wet pine flatwoods and
savannahs, seepage
slopes, bogs, and wet
ditches.

Yes.

Low.
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Table 5-5. State-listed Species – Duval County.
State

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

SE

Wet to mesic flatwoods.

No.

None.

Piedmont
Jointgrass

ST

Margins or shallows of
lakes and ponds.

Yes.

Low.

Ctenium floridanum

Florida Toothache
Grass

SE

Sandhills and other dry
pinelands.

No.

None.

Forestiera godfreyi

Godfrey’s
Swampprivet

SE

Upland hardwood forests
with limestone near
surface, often on slopes
above lakes and rivers.

No.

None.

Yes.

Low.

Scientific Name

Common Name

Calydorea caelestina

Bartram’s Ixia

Coelorachis tuberculosa

Status

Hartwrightia floridana

hartwrightia

ST

Seepage slopes, edges
of baygalls and
springheads, wet
prairies.

Lantana depressa var.
floridana

Atlantic Coast
Florida Lantana

SE

Stabilized dunes of
Atlantic coast barrier
islands.

No.

None.

Litsea aestivalis

Pondspice

SE

Pond margins, cypress
dome and swamp
edges.

Yes.

Low.

Matelea floridana

Florida Spiny-pod

SE

Hammocks.

No.

None.

Mesadenus lucayanus

Florida Keys
ladies’-tresses

SE

Maritime hammock.

No.

None.

Myriopteris microphylla

Southern Lip Fern

SE

Rock outcrops and shell
mounds.

No.

None.

Orbexilum virgatum

Pineland
Scurfpea

SE

Pine flatwoods and
savannahs, usually in
moist soils.

No.

None.

SE

Epiphytic on tree
branches or on
limestone in hammocks
and swamps.

No.

None.

SE

Rockland hammocks
and wet woods, often on
tree bases and fallen
logs.

No.

None.

Pecluma plumula

Pecluma ptilota var.
bourgeauana

Plume Polypody

Comb Polypody
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Table 5-5. State-listed Species – Duval County.
Scientific Name

Common Name

State
Status

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

Yes.

Low.

Peperomia humilis

Terrestrial
Peperomia

SE

Shell mounds and
outcrops in mesic
hammocks, coastal
berms, and cypress
swamps.

Pteroglossaspis ecristata

Giant Orchid

ST

Sandhill, scrub, pine
flatwoods.

No.

None.

Pycnanthemum floridanum

Florida
Mountainmint

ST

Sandhills, mesic forest
and disturbed areas.

No.

None.

Ruellia noctiflora

Nightflowering
Wild Petunia

SE

Wet flatwoods, seepage
slopes, hydric hammock.

No.

None.

Schoenolirion croceum

Yellow Sunnybell

SE

Wet pine flatwoods and
bogs.

No.

None.

Verbesina heterophylla

Variable-leaf
Crownbeard

SE

Mesic flatwoods and dry
woods.

No.

None.

Black Creek
Crayfish

ST

Small high-quality tannic
streams.

No.

None.

Gopherus polyphemus

Gopher Tortoise

ST

Sandhills, scrub, dry
flatwoods, dry ruderal
areas.

No.

Low.

Pituophis melanoleucus

Pine Snake

ST

Sandhill, sand pine
scrub and scrubby
flatwoods.

No.

None.

Athene cunicularia floridana

Florida Burrowing
Owl

ST

Open prairies with little
vegetation.

No.

Low.

Cistothorus palustris griseus

Worthington’s
Marsh Wren

ST

Tidal marshes
dominated by cordgrass.

No.

None.

ST

Forages in a wide variety
of freshwater, brackish,
and saline wetlands and
waterways, including
ponds and ditches.

Yes.

Moderate.

Crustaceans
Procambarus pictus

Reptiles

Birds

Egretta caerulea

Little Blue Heron
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Table 5-5. State-listed Species – Duval County.
Scientific Name

Common Name

State

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

ST

Forages in a wide variety
of freshwater, brackish,
and saline wetlands and
waterways, including
ponds and ditches.
Prefers coastal habitats.
Nests in mixed colonies
in flooded trees or
shrubs or on islands.

Yes.

Moderate.

ST

Upland pinelands
(flatwoods, sandhills,
pastures, and old fields).
Requires open areas for
foraging, and nest
cavities (dead trees, nest
boxes, etc.) for breeding.

No.

Low.

ST

Intertidal areas adjacent
to beaches, especially
barrier islands with few
or no predators.

No.

None.

No.

None.

Status

Preferred Habitat
Prefers freshwater
habitats. Nests in mixed
colonies in flooded trees
or shrubs or on islands.

Egretta tricolor

Tricolored Heron

Falco sparverius paulus

Southeastern
American Kestrel

Haematopus palliatus

American
Oystercatcher

Platalea ajaja

Roseate Spoonbill

ST

Forages in a wide variety
of freshwater, brackish,
and saline wetlands and
waterways, including
ponds and ditches.
Prefers coastal habitats.
Nests in mixed colonies
in mangroves, willow
heads, or spoil islands.

Rynchops niger

Black Skimmer

ST

Estuaries, beaches, and
sandbars.

No.

None.

Sternula antillarum

Least Tern

ST

Coastal areas, including
estuaries and bays.

No.

None.
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Table 5-5. State-listed Species – Duval County.
Scientific Name

Common Name

State
Status

Preferred Habitat

Habitat Present
In Action Area

Probability of
Occurrence

Legal Status and Notes
State-listed Species
SAT = Listed as threatened for similarity of appearance.
SSC = Species of Special Concern.
ST = State threatened: species listed by the state that are likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a
significant portion of its range.
FE = Federally endangered: species federally listed as being in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
FT = Federally threatened: species federally listed as likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant
portion of its range.

Of the above state-listed species, six (6) plants (southern milkweed, purple honeycomb-head, Piedmont
jointgrass, hartwrightia, pondspice, and terrestrial peperomia) have a low probability of occurrence. While
suitable habitat may be present, routine maintenance and the isolated nature of the habitat make the
occurrence of these species unlikely. Both natural and created wetland areas are subject to regular
maintenance (when site conditions allow) in order to attempt to minimize the attractiveness to hazardous
wildlife species. Three (3) state listed wading bird species (little blue heron, tricolored heron, and wood stork)
have a moderate likelihood of occurrence within the Action Area and are discussed below.
BIRDS
The Florida burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a small, state-listed owl that lives and forages in dry, open
areas devoid of canopy cover and nests in small burrows in the ground. Its diet consists of mostly insects,
but they are known to eat frogs, small lizards, snakes, and rodents. On-site uplands within the project area
consist of open fields with little canopy cover, however, these areas are consistently mowed by the airport
and surrounded by wetlands that stage a significant amount of water. Therefore, this species is given a low
probability of occurrence due to the lack of suitable upland habitat. FNAI data indicated no documented
observations within the Action Area.
There are two wading bird species that have a moderate probability of occurrence based on their range
occurring within the Action Area and availability of suitable habitat. The little blue heron (Egretta caerulea)
and the tricolored heron (Egretta tricolor) are both state-listed as threatened. Major threats to these species
include habitat fragmentation from development and water quality degradation. FNAI data indicates no known
occurrences of these species within a five-mile radius of the Action Area (Exhibit 4). The closest documented
wading bird rookery is approximately 7.4 miles northeast of the Action Area and was last documented by the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission (FWC) as active in the 1980s (Exhibit 5).
The little blue heron (Egretta caerulea) is a small bluish-gray wading bird that frequently forages in swamps,
ponds, herbaceous wetlands, and ditches. On-site wetlands are suitable foraging habitat for the little blue
heron. No individuals or signs of the little blue heron were observed during field surveys. FNAI data indicates
no documented observations within the Action Area.
The tricolored heron (Egretta tricolor) is a wading bird that forages in swamps, ponds, herbaceous wetlands,
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and ditches. On-site wetlands are suitable foraging habitat for the tricolored heron. No individuals or signs of
the tricolored heron were observed during field surveys. FNAI data indicates no documented observations
within the Action Area.
The tricolored heron and the little blue heron are both listed as threatened by FWC and are addressed in A
Species Action Plan for Six Imperiled Wading Birds (2013) that determines the appropriate steps needed to
improve the status of the little blue heron (Egretta caerulea), reddish egret (Egretta rufescens), roseate
spoonbill (Platalea ajaja), snowy egret (Egretta thula), tricolored heron (Egretta tricolor), and white ibis
(Eudocimus albus). The Imperiled Species Management Plan (ISMP) for these wading birds outlines
necessary conservation efforts and actions needed to improve the status of these species. These actions
include, but are not limited to, restoration of nesting sites, participation in the Comprehensive Everglades
Restoration Plan (CERP), participation in saltmarsh restoration planning, and coordination with state and
local agencies to promote increased water quality. This ISMP created a set of voluntary guidelines for
conservation that can benefit listed species and their habitat to improve their listing status.
REPTILES
No state-listed reptile species were observed during the field investigation. A specific survey for the gopher
tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus, a Candidate species for federal listing) was also conducted. No gopher
tortoises, their burrows, or their signs were observed.
MITIGATION RELATED TO STATE-LISTED SPECIES
Of the state-listed species that have a probability of occurring within the Action Area, two state-listed wading
bird species have been given a moderate likelihood of occurrence due to presence of suitable habitat. During
the field survey conducted on 24 April 2019, there were no visual observations of these species. These
species are highly mobile and can easily forage outside of the project area if they are discovered within the
Action Area. Therefore, no effect is anticipated. The Proposed Action (wetland fill) will be conducted with
strict adherence to all applicable BMPs. These include, but are not limited to, the use of silt fencing, the
placement of catch basins near drains, and revegetating exposed soil immediately after grading. These
practices will ensure that wetlands outside the Project Site will not be adversely impacted. Soil disturbance
is limited to filling existing wetland areas and grading the Project Site to appropriately drain. Due to the highly
disturbed nature of the on-site habitats, neither the Proposed Action nor the No-Action Alternative will
adversely impact these species.
Non-listed Species Occurrence
Several non-listed species, or their signs, were observed during the site visit. These species are listed in
Table 5-6. The bird species listed in Table 5-6 were observed either visually or aurally throughout the
property. Signs of mammal activity (e.g., tracks, rubs, scat, rooting) were observed in the study area during
the field survey.
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Table 5-6. General Species Observations During April 2019 Site Visit
Common Name
Scientific Name
Birds
Eastern meadowlark
Sturnella magna
Red winged blackbird
Agelaius phoeniceus
Killdeer
Charadrius vociferus
Mammals
Armadillo
Dasypus novemcinctus
Reptiles/Amphibians
Rat snake
Elaphe obsoleta
Southern leopard frog
Lithobates sphenocephalus
Cricket frog
Acris spp.

In general, all wildlife is highly discouraged from utilizing the Project Site. Persistent wildlife management
activities by Airport staff and a full-time USDA wildlife biologist are required to minimize risk of aircraft/wildlife
interaction. However, continued use of wetlands by hazardous wildlife (birds) within the Project Site is welldocumented. Long-term viability of bird and general wildlife populations will not be adversely affected by the
Proposed Action. In fact, the purpose and goal of this project is to discourage the use of the airfield by wildlife.
EAGLES
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) has been delisted by FWS and FWC, although restrictions
regarding work around their nests are still in place. These restrictions vary based on the time of year and
distance a proposed activity is from the nest. While no longer considered a listed species under the ESA, the
bald eagle is afforded protection under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) of 1940, as
amended. Generally, if work is proposed within 660 feet of the nest, restrictions may be applicable. The
closest FWC-documented bald eagle nest is approximately 3.4 miles southeast of the Action Area, at the
intersection of Interstate 295 and Interstate 95. This nest is identified by FWC as Nest ID #DU016 and was
last documented as active in 2013 (Exhibit 4). On-site field surveys coincided with bald eagle nesting season
(October – May). No bald eagle nests are documented near the site and none were observed during the field
surveys. Since no nests lie within or near the Project Site, the Proposed Action is not likely to adversely affect
bald eagles.
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Neither the Proposed Action nor the No Action alternative involves water resource development projects
evaluated under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.
Comparison to Significant Impact Thresholds
A significant impact to biological resources would occur when the USFWS determines that the Proposed
Action would be likely to jeopardize the continued existence of federally-listed threatened or endangered
species, or the destruction or adverse modification of federally designated critical habitat. Based on the field
surveys and analyses conducted for this EA, the Proposed Action will not have a significant impact on listed
species or their critical habitat.
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5.2.11 Water Resources (wetlands, surface waters, groundwater, Floodplains, and Wild and Scenic Rivers)
The Project Site contains 17 discrete jurisdictional wetland areas that will be affected by the project (Exhibit
6). Wetlands and surface waters were defined and evaluated by senior wetland scientists during a site visit
on 24 April 2019. The approximate boundaries of jurisdictional wetlands and surface waters within or near
the Project Site were delineated in accordance with the Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual
(1987) and its subsequent addendums and the Florida Wetland Delineation Manual. Wetland boundaries
have not been verified by USACE or SJRWMD. The wetland and surface waters were classified using both
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Florida Land Use, Cover and Forms Classification System
handbook (FLUCFCS, 1999) and the Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats Classification System (the
“Cowardin System,” Cowardin et al, 1979). See Appendix H for the Cowardin Classification flowchart. Each
wetland habitat is labeled with a specific FLUCFCS or Cowardin Code that indicates the vegetative and
hydrologic structure of that habitat. Wetlands within the Project Site can be classified into five (5) different
habitat types (Exhibit 7) A photo essay that includes representative wetland photos is provided in Appendix
I and all photo station locations are shown in Exhibit 8. Each unique wetland system is described below.
Wetlands
Wetlands within the Project Site were identified using aerial interpretation and ground truthing and classified
using the FLUCFCS and Cowardin. The USACE Wetland Delineation Manual (1987) and its regional
supplements and the Florida Wetlands Delineation Manual (Gilbert, et al., 1995), were utilized to approximate
the extent of jurisdictional wetlands. The attributes of the three parameters of vegetative composition,
hydrologic regime, and soil classification determine the presence and type of wetland system (Exhibit 9).
Five (5) separate wetland habitat types are found in the Project Site. Jurisdictional wetlands comprise
approximately 52.82 acres and all are being considered for filling as part of this EA. No dredging is anticipated
as part of the Proposed Action. See Table 5-7 below for the wetland ID, FLUCFCS/Cowardin classification,
and total acreage for each wetland.
Wetland Forested Mixed – FLUCFCS Code 630/Cowardin Classification: Palustrine, Forested, Broadleafed Deciduous, Seasonally Flooded (PFO1C).
This wetland habitat is classified as seasonally flooded forested habitat. Water is present for extended
duration during the growing season, but it eventually retreats and remains mostly absent during the nongrowing season. When surface water is absent, the substrate typically remains saturated at or near the
surface. This wetland type is found in Area 1 (4.86 acres). This wetland is one of two forested wetlands within
the Project Site. Dominant vegetation includes slash pine (Pinus elliottii), pond cypress (Taxodium
ascendens), swamp tupelo (Nyssa biflora), red maple (Acer rubrum), sawgrass (Cladium jamaicense),
buttonbush (Cephalanthus spp.), and Virginia chain fern (Woodwardia virginica).
Cypress – FLUCFCS Code 621/Cowardin Classification: Palustrine, Forested, Needle-leafed
Deciduous, Seasonally Flooded (PFO2C).
This wetland habitat is forested and, like the wetland forested mixed habitat, experiences long periods of
seasonal inundation. Water is present for long durations during the growing season but retreats and remains
mostly absent during the non-growing season. When surface water is absent, the substrate typically remains
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saturated at or near the surface. This vegetative community is also found in Area 1 (1.35 acres). This is the
second forested wetland type associated with the Project Site and is closely associated with a portion of the
herbaceous wetland creation areas. Based on historical aerial photographs, the herbaceous wetlands (except
for the created wetlands) were likely historically classified as Cypress wetlands. The canopy in this area is
dominated by pond cypress, with an understory of sawgrass, buttonbush, swamp tupelo, and lizard’s tail
(Saururus cernuus) on the wetland edges.
Freshwater Marshes – FLUCFCS Code 641/Cowardin Classification: Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent
(PEM1).
This moderate quality wetland habitat is classified as semi-permanently flooded wetlands, dominated by
herbaceous plants that are present for the majority of the growing season and non-growing season in most
years. The stems and leaves of plants in these systems are present virtually year-round above the surface
of the water or above the soil surface when water is absent. This wetland type is present in Areas 1, 7, and
10 and totals approximately 9.91 acres. This wetland classification describes the created wetland areas that
were constructed as mitigation for impacts associated with the extension of Runway 25 (now Runway 26).
Evidence of monitoring quadrats are still present within these mitigation areas. Dominant vegetation in these
wetlands includes jointed spikesedge (Eleocharis equisetoides), waterlily (Nymphaea odorata), pickerelweed
(Pontederia cordata), grassy arrowhead (Sagittaria graminea), stunted Chinese tallow (Triadica sebifera) in
the shallower portions, St. John’s wort (Hypericum fasciculatum), yelloweyed grass (Xyris spp.), sawgrass,
blue-maindencane (Amphicarpum muhlenbergianum), rosy camphorweed (Pluchea rosea), maindencane
(Panicum hemitomon), panicgrass (Dichanthelium spp.), broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia), and California
bulrush (Schoenoplectis californicus). Coastal plain willow (Salix caroliniana) and black elderberry
(Sambucus nigra) dominate the banks of these created freshwater marsh habitats.
Vegetated Non-Forested – FLUCFCS Code 640/Cowardin Classification: Palustrine, Emergent,
Persistent, Managed (PEM1m).
This low-quality wetland habitat is seasonally flooded and dominated by herbaceous species. When surface
water is absent, the substrate typically remains saturated at or near the surface. This wetland type comprises
Areas 1-6, 8-9, 11-17, totaling approximately 36.47 acres, and is the dominant wetland type in the Project
Site. These wetlands are regularly mowed and maintained by airport staff whenever possible, or when water
levels are low as part of wildlife management within the AOA. Dominant vegetation in these wetlands includes
blue-maindencane, torpedograss (Panicum repens), Virginia chain fern, marsh mermaidweed (Proserpinaca
palustris), starrush whitetop (Rhynchospora colorata), manyflower marsh-pennywort (Hydrocotyle
umbellata), panicgrass, lovegrass (Eragrostis spp.), Carolina redroot (Lachnanthes caroliniana), lemon
bacopa (Bacopa caroliniana), yellow colicroot (Aletris lutea), hooded pitcherplant (Sarracenia minor), small
butterwort (Pinguicula pumila), smallfruit beggarticks (Bidens mitis), rosy camphorweed, grass-leaved ladies’
tresses (Spiranthes vernalis), and crow poison (Stenathium densum). The deeper portions of these wetland
types contain the above listed species as well as pickerelweed, bulltongue arrowhead (Sagittaria lancifolia),
maidencane, and common buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis).
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Wetland-Cut Ditch – FLUCFCS Code 512/Cowardin Classification: Palustrine, Unconsolidated
Bottom, Organic, Seasonally Flooded (PUB4C).
wetland-cut drainage ditch was identified in the northeast corner of the Project Site within Wetland 12. This
ditch conveys stormwater from the AOA, off airport property under Pecan Park Road. While sparse due to
flowing water, vegetative composition is similar to Wetland 12 (described in Vegetated Non-Forested above).
Table 5-7. Wetland IDs with Associated FLUCFCS and Cowardin Classifications
Cowardin
Wetland Area
FLUCFCS Code
Classifications
PEM1
641 – Freshwater Marshes
PFO2C
621 - Cypress
1
PFO1C
630 – Wetland Forested Mixed
PEM1
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
2
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
3
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
4
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
5
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
6
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
7
PEM1
641 – Freshwater Marshes
8
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
9
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
10
PEM1
641 – Freshwater Marshes
11
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
12
PUB4C
512 – Wetland-cut Ditch
13
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
14
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
15
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
16
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
17
PEM1m
640 – Vegetated Non-forested Wetlands
Total:

Acres
5.70
1.35
4.86
1.13
3.59
1.09
1.44
4.07
0.18
2.50
4.00
3.85
1.71
3.07
1.67
0.23
10.45
0.70
0.82
0.20
0.21
52.82

WETLAND MITIGATION
To ensure no net loss of wetland functions and meet federal and state regulatory program requirements, a
mitigation plan will be developed to offset the proposed wetland impacts. Mitigation proposed at this time
consists of wetland creation and/or preservation within the JAX MMA, purchase of mitigation bank credits
from another approved Mitigation Bank, or a combination of those options. The Uniform Mitigation
Assessment Method (UMAM) was used to estimate the amount of mitigation required to offset permanent
impacts to wetlands. The estimated UMAM scores and mitigation requirements are shown in Table 5-8.
An assessment of each wetland community type to be impacted within the Project Site was performed. All of
the matrix assessment scores were assigned in accordance with the guidelines outlined in Chapter 62- 345,
Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) (February 2, 2004). These representative UMAM scores will be reevaluated during the permitting process and the final UMAM scores will be determined at that time.
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Table 5-8. Wetland Community Types, acreages, and Associated UMAM Scores
Wetland Community Type

UMAM Score

Acreage

Functional
Loss

641/PEM1
640/PEM1m
630/PFO1C
621/PFO2C
512/PUB4C
Total

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

9.91
36.47
4.86
1.35
0.23
52.82

4.95
18.23
2.43
0.68
0.12
26.41

The JAX CERP was issued before the implementation of UMAM and established mitigation ratios for impact
areas. Per a meeting with SJRWMD on 10 May 2019, it was determined that the proposed project is
consistent with the existing CERP and that either mitigation bank credit purchase or use of the JAX Mitigation
Area would be acceptable as mitigation. SJRWMD also confirmed that additional mitigation will not be
required for impacts to the created wetlands (see attached meeting minutes and UMAM Calculations in
Appendix J). Individual construction permits will be required by both USACE and SJRWMD for impacts to
all on-site jurisdictional wetlands and surface waters. Once wetland boundaries have been verified by USACE
and SJRWMD, individual permit applications will be submitted to both agencies. Both USACE and SJRWMD
will require the completion of a functional assessment utilizing either UMAM or the ratio method, depending
on whether mitigation is provided though a mitigation bank or within the MMA. By providing mitigation within
the same drainage basin as the impact (Basin 3 – Nassau River), there will be no net loss of wetland function
nor will there be cumulative impacts to wetland and surface water resources.
The Proposed Action is defined as filling wetlands and will adversely affect wetlands within the Project Site.
However, based on the already-disturbed quality of wetlands within the Project Site and the proposed offset
of impacts through mitigation, the Proposed Action is expected to significantly impact wetlands.
Surface Waters
On-site surface waters are limited to one wetland-cut ditch and several upland-cut ditches that serve to
capture and convey stormwater away from the AOA and all aircraft movement areas. Final design of the
project will ensure continued proper drainage within the Project Site. No natural surface waters are present
within the Project Site.
Wetland-Cut Ditch – FLUCFCS Code 512/Cowardin Classification: Palustrine, Unconsolidated
Bottom, Organic, Seasonally Flooded (PUB4C).
A wetland-cut drainage ditch was identified in the northeast corner of the Project Site within Wetland 12. This
ditch conveys stormwater from the AOA, off airport property under Pecan Park Road. While sparse due to
flowing water, vegetative composition is similar to Wetland 12 (described in Vegetated Non-Forested above).
Upland-Cut Ditch – FLUCFCS Code 511
Several upland-cut stormwater conveyance ditches are located within the Project Site. These ditches do not
have a Cowardin Classification. They serve to drain stormwater from the AOA and provide a hydrologic
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connection for several of the jurisdictional wetlands. These ditches, which are excavated entirely within
uplands, contain water during periods of excessive rainfall and may periodically contain wetland vegetation.
These ditches are considered to be jurisdictional other surface waters. They may be piped and/or relocated
as part of this project; however, adequate stormwater drainage will be maintained during and after
construction.
The wetland boundary and corresponding acreage within this EA are approximate and will be verified by
each agency during the permitting process prior to wetland fill. Wetlands will be filled utilizing FDOT Erosion
and Sediment Control Manual (2013) Best Management Practices (BMP) for reducing impacts from
mechanized fill. These include, but are not limited to, utilizing low pressure equipment, not disturbing areas
directly adjacent to construction activities and utilizing a vegetated buffer strip. The wetlands will be filled
utilizing clean fill material and graded to match the existing upland topography. Prior to filling, muck soils may
be removed to ensure final fill and contours are stable. Silt fencing will be utilized during fill activities to
prevent impact (erosion and sedimentation) to nearby waters and wetland areas. Following fill activities, bare
areas will be seeded in order to maintain the areas as mowed airport turf and prevent sediment runoff into
nearby wetlands. Stormwater conveyance ditches located within the Project Site will may be altered as a part
of this project, however the function and capacity of the airfield stormwater management system will not be
affected. A detailed engineering stormwater analysis will be completed as part of the final project design.
Neither the Proposed Action nor the No Action alternative will significantly affect surface waters.
Floodplains
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) No.
12031C0045J, the proposed project is located in Zone X (outside the 0.2% annual chance floodplain). There
are no hazardous flood areas located within the Project Site (Exhibit 10). Neither the Proposed Action nor
the No-Action Alternative will affect regulatory floodplains.
Groundwater
Per FAA 1050.1F Desk Reference, groundwater is defined as subsurface water that occupies the space
between sand, clay, and rock formations. The Proposed Action involves limited soil disturbance associated
with filling and grading activities. No dredging will occur as part of the Proposed Action and no impervious
surface will be added. Design engineers will ensure that adequate drainage and stormwater management is
maintained during construction and post-project. There are no sole source aquifers in the vicinity of the
project. Neither the Proposed Action nor the No Action alternative will affect groundwater.
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6.0 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Cumulative impacts are the environmental effects resulting from the incremental effects of the Proposed
Action when added to the effects of past, other present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions,
regardless of entity or person that would carry out those actions. The Proposed Action directly affects
wetlands, and although impacts to wetlands will be mitigated and not exceed a significant impact threshold,
it is important to consider cumulative impacts to wetlands related to other JAA projects and off-airport
development projects. This section discusses the cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action, with a focus
on wetland impacts. The Proposed Action neither directly impacts, nor contributes to cumulative impacts of
other resource categories; therefore other resources are not addressed in this section.
6.1

Airport Capital Improvement Projects (Past, Present, and Future)

Numerous projects have been constructed by JAA and other entities in recent years. Past dates reflect
SJRWMD permit authorization. The future potential projects, based on the latest JAX Master Plan
(unpublished), are anticipated to occur within the next five years. These projects are still in draft form and
environmental impacts have not been assessed for each individual project. Wetland impacts that may be
associated with these projects are indicated as “to be determined” (TBD) in the wetland impacts column.
Table 6.1. Past, Present, and Future Projects Based on the Latest Draft JAX Master Plan
Date

Project Name

Project Description

2001

Woodwings Road
Extension

6100 LF roadway extending from existing Woodwings Road at the
termination cul-de-sac and extending to Vantage Way.

2001

General Aviation
Ramp Rehabilitation
JAA Administration
Building

0.16
acres
2.21
acres

JAX General Aviation
[Terminal Building]
JAX General Aviation
Master Plan

Construction of a fifty-foot extension on an existing culvert for safety
improvements to an existing General Aviation Access Ramp.
General
Aviation
Construction
of a access
surfaceramp
water management system to serve a +/7.8-acre project containing an Administration building, parking areas,
and utilities for the Jacksonville Airport Authority.
Reconstruction of a general aviation terminal building and the
reconstruction of the adjacent parking lot on existing infrastructure.
Construction of additional taxiways, hangars, buildings, access roads,
and aircraft parking pavement at the General Aviation area at JAX.

CSX Corporate
Hangar
Fidelity National
Corporate Hangar
JAX Rental Car
Facility

Construction of corporate Hanger W / attached offices. Project to be
served by dry retention areas around perimeter of site.
Construction of corporate hangar w/ attached office. Project to be
served by dry detention areas adjacent to project site.
Construction of car rental facility as part of commercial development
at JAX.

2.16
acres
No

JAX Fuel Farm

Construction of stormwater treatment facility for fuel farm.

2002
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
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2004

JAX Barnstormer Rd
Culvert Replacement

Entails the removal of an existing 15" Reinforced Concrete culvert
Pipe (RCP) underneath Barnstormer Road and replacing it with a
new 36" RCP

No

2006

JAX Terminal
Expansion

No

2007

JAX Lodging

Construction of two concrete taxilane extensions to provide improved
traffic flow for aircraft on the apron surrounding the terminal and
concourses.
The construction of a typical drainage system for a commercial motel.

2007

JAX Central Refueling Extension of the existing runway 13-31, construct a new parallel
Area
runway 7R-25L, develop infrastructure to support increases in air
traffic and construct accessory developments to supplement this
infrastructure.

No

2007

JAX Lodging Letter Mod. The construction of a typical drainage system for a commercial motel permit
modification to resolve stormwater issues.

No

2008

JAX RON Pavement
Area Letter Mod.
Replacement/relocation
of existing wildlife/
security fence
Airport Perimeter Road
Improvements
JAX Wildlife Fence
Replacement

Construction of a Remain-Over-Night (RON) Parking Apron permit
modification to resolve stormwater issues.
Replacement/relocation of the existing wildlife/security fence to include a
concrete footer.

No

Replacement/relocation of the existing wildlife/security fence to include a
concrete footer.

0.44
acres

2021

Employee Lot
Modification

Modification of parking lot for the JAX employees

TBD

2021

CBP General Aviation
Facility

5,000 sq ft building to process General Aviation International passengers

TBD

2022

Cargo Ramp Expansion

Expansion of an existing ramp.

TBD

2022

Taxiway V Relocation

Relocating Taxiway V to accommodate line of sight for ATC Tower.

TBD

2020

Concourse B
Replacement (six
additional gates)

Construction of six (6) gate replacement concourse.

TBD

2021

Concourse B Ramp

Construction of ramp associated with Concourse B Replacement

TBD

2023

Terminal Canopy and
Steel Support Rehab

Curb front canopy rehabilitation

No

2022

Surface Lot
Rehabilitation Phase I

Rehabilitation of a parking surface lot located at JAX.

No

2013

2014
2019

Milling and Resurfacing of a portion of the loop road at JAX.
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2023

TWY H & R
Rehabilitation

Taxiway H and R rehabilitation.

TBD

2020

Air Cargo 4 Access
Road Rehab

Rehabilitation of the Air Cargo 4 access road.

TBD

2024

Taxiway F Mill and
Overlay

Taxiway F rehabilitation.

TBD

20XX

Air Cargo 1 & 2 Building
Rehab

General building rehabilitation for Air Cargo 1 and 2.

TBD

20XX

Old Facilities
Maintenance Yard

Improvements to old maintenance yard

TBD

20XX

Various Roofing Projects Flex Warehouse Roof Refurbishment, ARFF Roof Replacement, Terminal
Roof Rehab, FedEx Roof Rehabilitation / Replacement

No

20XX

Various Interior Projects

No

Bag Claim Ceiling Rehabilitation, Elevator Replacement, Escalator
Replacement

Compensatory wetland mitigation for the above-listed projects was (or, for future projects, will be)
accomplished through multiple methods including wetland creation, wetland preservation, or mitigation bank
credit purchase. These mitigation methods are approved by the SJRWMD and the USACE and consider the
functional loss of the wetlands made by the initial project nullified when mitigation is completed. The overall
functionality of the surrounding watersheds and wetland systems are not lost through agency-approved
permitting processes. Future projects anticipated to occur will be subjected to the permitting process for
wetland impacts. Therefore, the Proposed Action would not result in significant cumulative impacts.
6.2

JIA MMA Implementation

The JAX MMA, comprising approximately 1,320 acres of the western portion of the JAX property, was
established in compliance with the SJRWMD CERP (2001) and USACE Individual Permit (2003). Although
the mitigation area was established as a preservation corridor, specific implementation of the required active
components of the Management Plan are driven through the mitigation requirements within the subsequent
ERP permits authorizing specific construction activities such as the Airport Capital Improvement Projects
noted above. To date, 5.14 acres of forested wetland creation and an additional 187.43 acres of
upland/wetland preservation have been established within the MMA for previous JAA projects.
6.3

WHMP Implementation

The WHMP includes several ongoing activities to control wildlife within the AOA. Activities related to habitat
modification include maintaining grass, brush, trees, drainage, and exclusion fencing; installing exclusion
devices; and removing abandoned structures. Activities related to wildlife population management include
removing nests and carrion, employing vulture effigies, using pesticides to reduce insect populations, and
employing harassment and lethal control. The WHMP also includes several planning and outreach activities
to “reduce attractiveness to wildlife”, including discouraging projects that would add significant wildlife
attractants within 5 miles of the AOA. The WHMP includes the Proposed Action but does not propose any
similar projects (wetland fill) for the future.
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The WHMP, including the Proposed Action, is in place to comply with safety standards outlined in 14 CFR
Part 139.337 Wildlife hazard management. Because no new wetland fill projects or wildlife habitat
modification projects are planned within the WHMP, cumulative impacts associated with ongoing
implementation of the WHMP are anticipated to be minimal.
6.4

Off-Airport Development Projects

The area surrounding JAX is mostly rural and industrial. The most current completed or ongoing projects
surrounding the airport include the airport entrance roadway improvements, the Amazon warehouse on
Pecan Park Road, and Pecan Park general road improvements. Near-future projects include the
development of the National Cemetery Access Road approximately 3 miles north of the airport and the
development of a hotel at the intersection of Yankee Clipper and Pecan Park Road.
Table 6.2. Off Airport Development Projects Surrounding JAX
Date
2014

2016
2016
2016
2019

Project Name
SR 243 Mainline
International
Airport
Boulevard

Project Description
Construction of four wet detention stormwater
management facilities to accommodate the
installation of a new four-lane, rural section,
divided roadway between Airport Road and Pecan
Park Road.
Broward
Tract 89 +/- acres developed as an Amazon industrial
[Amazon Warehouse]
warehouse space and associated infrastructure.
Pecan Park Roadway Construction of approximately a mile of road
Improvements
improvements within Pecan Park Road
Thomas Creek
Permit extension duration to complete the
construction of a surface water management
system to serve a 1,099-acre development
Love's Duval Road
Construction of a surface water management
system to serve a 15-acre convenience store/gas
station

Wetland Impacts
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Compensatory wetland mitigation for the above-listed projects would have been accomplished through
multiple methods including wetland creation, wetland preservation, or mitigation bank credit purchase. These
mitigation methods are approved by the SJRWMD and the USACE and consider the functional loss of the
wetlands made by the initial project nullified when mitigation is completed. The overall functionality of the
surrounding watersheds and wetland systems are not lost through agency-approved permitting processes.
6.5

Cumulative Impact Analysis

The Proposed Action is located entirely within routinely cleared and maintained land owned by JAA. There
will be no disruption to existing residences or businesses as a result of the Proposed Action. Construction
and post-construction maintenance will not adversely affect either public service demands or population
movement and growth. The filling of jurisdictional wetlands to eliminate hazardous wildlife attractants within
the AOA will not facilitate future development of any kind.
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Cumulative impacts are defined by the Council on Environmental Quality as “the impact on the environment
which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such
other actions.” This can include any action taken by federal agencies, state, tribal, and local governments or
private entities.
The Proposed Project’s potential impacts, combined with the impacts for past, current, and potential future
on- and off-Airport projects are not anticipated to exceed any of the identified significant impact thresholds
listed in FAA Order 1050.1F. The Proposed Action will eliminate approximately 52.82 acres of wetlands that
are well-documented hazardous wildlife attractants. No future actions will result from filling the wetlands, as
the property within the Action Area is not developable. Providing mitigation within the same drainage basin
as the impacted wetlands will ensure no long-term cumulative impacts to wetlands and water resources.
While other projects both on and off airport property will impact wetlands, each project is subject to SJRWMD
and USACE permitting to ensure functional loss of wetlands are nullified through mitigation and the overall
functionality of the surrounding watersheds and wetland systems are not lost.
Therefore, neither the Proposed Action, nor the No Action alternative, will cause unacceptable cumulative
impacts.

7.0 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
A Notice of Availability of the Draft EA will be published in the ____ newspaper on [date]. The Notice is also
available on the JAX website for download: X [website address].
Copies of the Draft EA are available for review during regular business hours at the locations listed below.
The Draft EA is also available electronically (in PDF format) for review on the airport’s website at the link
provided above.
•

JAX Administrative Office – 14201 Pecan Park Rd, Jacksonville, FL 32218

The comment period for the Draft EA starts on X [date] and ends on Y [date]. Anyone wishing to comment
on the information and conclusions in this Draft EA is welcome to do so at any time during the review and
comment period. All comments should be mailed to the address provided below and postmarked by Y [Date].
JAX management and the FAA will review and consider all comments received during the public comment
period.
Send all comments to:
Jacksonville Aviation Authority
ATTN: Jaime Eaton
14201 Pecan Park Road
Jacksonville, FL 32218
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8.0 LIST OF PREPARERS
Amy Reed, CWB, Environmental Resource Solutions – Project Manager and Qualified Airport Wildlife
Biologist
Although Ms. Reed is familiar with many aspects of environmental consulting, she specializes in aviationrelated consulting services. With a background predominantly focused on wildlife biology, Ms. Reed regularly
conducts airport wildlife and protected species surveys, NEPA documentation, and wetland permitting. She
completed Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s (ERAU) Airport Wildlife Hazard Management Workshop
in May 2009 and is a Qualified Airport Wildlife Biologist per FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5200-36. As a
Qualified Airport Wildlife Biologist, she has extensive experience conducting and developing WHAs, WHMPs,
and training at both 14 CFR Part 139 airports and general aviation airports. She has worked as a biologist at
numerous airports across eight states and in Mexico City, Mexico. As an integral part of her wildlife hazard
work, she directly coordinates with airport personnel, environmental agency personnel, and FAA staff to
address project needs. Amy brings over 10 years’ experience in wildlife and habitat assessments, protected
species relocations, and environmental resource permitting for both small- and large-scale aviation projects.
She has worked with numerous airports in the southeast to help reduce the risk of wildlife strikes, relocate
and survey for protected species, produce NEPA documents including Categorical Exclusions and
Environmental Assessments, and mitigate impacts to wetlands and streams. She has a close working
relationship with the FAA and the natural resource agencies including the Florida Water Management
Districts, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Georgia Department of Natural Resources, and the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission.
Jennifer Tyson, PMP, Environmental Resource Solutions – NEPA Specialist
Ms. Tyson specializes in project planning, permitting, environmental analysis, stakeholder engagement, and
compliance with NEPA and other federal, state, and local regulations. She has experience providing
environmental services in 24 states nationwide, including wetlands delineation, stormwater planning,
permitting, and mitigation support for several airports. Ms. Tyson works closely with regulatory agencies and
has successfully facilitated many public outreach efforts related to project planning, environmental permitting,
and environmental justice, including working directly with Native American Tribes. Ms. Tyson also has agency
experience serving as a regulator at the municipal and regional (soil and water conservation district) levels,
responsible for field verification of wetlands, project review, permitting, and enforcement. Jennifer’s notable
clients include USACE, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S. Air Force, US Army, U.S. Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Virginia Army
National Guard, U.S. Department of Agriculture-Forest Service, U.S. General Services Administration,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Tribal Governments, Class I freight railroads, and interstate oil and natural gas
pipelines.
Ken Ceglady, Environmental Resource Solutions – Senior Environmental Scientist and Botanist
Mr. Ceglady performs a diverse array of environmental permitting and evaluation tasks for Environmental
Resource Solutions (ERS). He is responsible for plant identification to the species level for all aspects of
project development and resource protection. Mr. Ceglady interacts regularly with both client and regulatory
agencies concerning environmental assessments, permitting, and associated tasks relevant to natural
resource management. Mr. Ceglady specializes in and routinely prepares Natural Resource Evaluations
(NREs), Environmental Resource Permit (ERPs), and Individual Permit (IP) applications. He regularly
performs preliminary environmental assessments, wetland delineations with respect to State and Federal
jurisdictional methodologies, wetland impact assessments [including the implementation of the Wetland
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Rapid Assessment Procedure (WRAP) and Uniform Mitigation Assessment Method (UMAM)], and sitespecific threatened/endangered species evaluations. Mr. Ceglady has used his extensive experience in
environmental permitting to work on many transportation projects. He is routinely involved in all aspects of
roadway development, including corridor alignment selection, alternatives analysis, pond site location, public
opinion and education, wetlands avoidance and minimization, wildlife surveys, and impact evaluation. Mr.
Ceglady has over 20 years of experience, 11 of those at ERS.
Danielle Floyd, Environmental Resource Solutions – Environmental Scientist and GIS Specialist
Ms. Floyd is an environmental scientist with 19 years of experience in the environmental field, both in the
private and public sectors. Her project tasks have included stream identification; Georgia State Water
determinations and agency review of consultant work; Erosion, Sedimentation, and Pollution Control
(ES&PC) plan reviews for infrastructure/transportation projects seeking National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) coverage; Georgia stream buffer variance application review; Section 401/404
application review and mitigation bank inter-agency review; EPA National Wetland Condition Assessment
(NWCA) and Southeast Regional Wetland Condition Assessment (RWCA) as a field botanist for Georgia.
Additionally, Ms. Floyd has experience with wetland delineation, environmental resource permitting,
mitigation monitoring, coordination with various government agencies and client meetings, endangered and
threatened species surveys, invasive plant species surveys, graphics, Environmental Phase I Site
Assessments, archaeological field work, and artifact processing. Ms. Floyd maintains expertise in the areas
of AutoCAD/ArcGIS exhibit preparation and remote aerial assessment. She has been formally trained in
wetland delineation, North Carolina Wetland Assessment Method (NCWAM), and Piedmont and Coastal
Plain stream classifications as well.
Gabby Allerton, Environmental Resource Solutions – Environmental Scientist
Gabby is an Environmental Scientist that performs a variety of field work tasks including plant identification,
wetland assessments and delineations, threatened and endangered species surveys, and historical/seasonal
water level analyses in both Florida and Georgia. She conducts water quality monitoring and analysis using
Eureka water probes and assists in writing water quality reports. With her degree in Sustainable Development
and concentration on Environmental Studies, Ms. Allerton specializes in writing Sustainable Development
plans that reduce waste and environmental impacts while promoting community involvement. In addition, she
conducts monitoring of mitigation sites throughout northeast Florida and reports on the general health of
those areas. She is an Authorized Gopher Tortoise Agent who routinely completes surveys, tortoise
markings, and relocations. Gabby supports senior scientists by preparing SJRWMD and USACE permitting
applications as requested. She has also assisted in the writing of various NEPA documents for several
airports in Georgia and Florida.
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9.0 LIST OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED
ERS consulted with the Florida State Clearinghouse for agency coordination as part of this Environmental
Assessment. The Florida Department of Environmental Protection was the only agency to respond. See
Appendix C for coordination letters and responses.
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Exhibit 1A – USGS Topographic Quadrangle Map
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Exhibit 1B – Vicinity Map
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Exhibit 2 – JIA Overall Boundary and Mitigation Area Map
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Exhibit 3 – USDA-NRCS Soil Survey
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Exhibit 4 – Documented occurrences of Protected Wildlife Within 5 Miles
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Exhibit 5 – Documented Occurrences of Wading Bird Rookeries and Wood Stork
Nesting Colonies/CFA’s
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Exhibit 6 – Wetland Areas Map
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Exhibit 7 – FLUCFCS and Cowardin Code Map
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Exhibit 8 – Mitigation Photo Station Locations Map
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Exhibit 9 – Current Aerial
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Exhibit 10 - FEMA Flood Zone Map
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APPENDIX A – USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Farmland
Classification Report
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APPENDIX B – Cultural Resource Desktop Survey and Background Research Report

CULTURAL RESOURCE DESKTOP SURVEY FOR THE
JACKSONVILLE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT WETLAND REMOVAL PROJECT,
DUVAL COUNTY, FLORIDA
CONSULTANT:
PROJECT MANAGER:
PROJECT ARCHAEOLOGIST:
CLIENT:
DATE:
JAA RFQ #:
SEARCH PROJECT #:

SEARCH
8298 Bayberry Road, Suite 1, Jacksonville, Florida 32256
Greg Hendryx, MA, RPA
Geoff DuChemin, PhD, RPA
SES Energy Services LLC
May 2019
19-18-42001
T19066

This cultural resource desktop survey was conducted in support of the Jacksonville International
Airport (JIA) Wetland Removal Project.
The purpose of this project is to make
recommendations on the likelihood for this property to contain cultural resources, particularly
those that are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). This study
includes an overview of previous archaeological research and an examination of historic maps,
aerial photographs, and environmental data (e.g., soil, topography, hydrology) as it relates to
archaeological potential.
The Jacksonville Aviation Authority is planning to eliminate low areas of standing water and
wetland environments equaling 52.80 acres at the end of Runway 26 at the JIA. The area of
potential effects (APE) for this cultural study is the 166.59-acre Project Area, as defined in the
Environmental Assessment prepared by Environmental Resource Solutions, that surrounds the
wetlands slated for removal. These wetlands are located within the Runway Protection Zone
(RPZ) and/or are known and well-documented wildlife attractants. The action is part of JIA’s
Wildlife Management Plan that, in part, seeks to minimize the presence of birds that may be
attracted to the wetland areas. The removed wetlands will be mitigated through the creation
of wetlands within a 1,320-acre Mitigation Management Area away from the runway in the
northwest quadrant of the JIA property.

ENVIRONMENT AND MODERN CONDITIONS
The JIA is located on a low, flat plain in northern Duval County, in an area characterized by
wetlands and tributaries associated with the Nassau River, which lies approximately 4 miles to
the northeast. The APE is comprised of a cleared grassy area with low wet areas with patchy
vegetation (Figure 2). The 2018 US Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation
Service (USDA-NRCS) soil data show that the APE contains poorly drained and very poorly
drained soils (Figure 3).
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The JIA and its associated buildings and structures are approximately one mile to the southwest
of the APE. Pecan Park Road runs southwest to northeast, then north, along the southeast and
eastern boundary of the APE. A US Postal Service facility is located south of the APE and is
accessible from Pecan Park Road. Interstate 95 (I-95) is 1.8 miles east of the APE.
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Figure 1. Location of the APE.
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of the APE.
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Figure 3. Soil types within the APE.
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HISTORIC CONTEXT
Air travel in the Jacksonville area dates back to the earliest days of flying, when small planes
would use area beaches as their runways. However, in the early twentieth century, most
travelers opted for the local railroads or the increasingly popular automobile. As flying became
a more normalized mode of transportation, the first commercial airport in Jacksonville was
created—Imeson Field, also known as the Jacksonville Municipal Airport. It was constructed in
the 1920s and opened in 1928, ushered in by a landing by famed pilot Charles Lindbergh
(Jacksonville Aviation Authority 2017). During World War II, the growth of military facilities in
the Jacksonville area expanded the popularity of flying, largely by the training of pilots at
several new bases. This also included the leasing of the municipal airport to the military, first as
Jacksonville Army Airfield, and then Naval Auxiliary Air Station Jacksonville in the 1940s (Metro
Jacksonville 2012).
After the war, the airport returned to Jacksonville and continued serving as a commercial
facility, though air travel was still not the most popular option. Changes in airplane technology
would soon change that, as new and more powerful jets were introduced. This also made the
facilities at Jacksonville Imeson Airport outdated, and the decision was made in the 1960s to
open a new airport in Jacksonville. In 1965, a bond measure was approved that would allocate
$9 million to the construction of a new facility, hoping to make Jacksonville a competitor as one
of the southeast’s major hubs (Jacksonville Aviation Authority 2017; Mormino 2005:271). JIA
opened in 1968, though it did not attain the large-scale status it had hoped, overshadowed by
the facilities in Atlanta and Orlando (Mormino 2005:271). Within 14 years, by 1982, JIA saw
2 million passengers pass through its gates. Though growth was slow, the airport expanded in
1990, adding a new $100 million terminal and additional parking facilities, bolstering its
position within the Florida airport scene (Jacksonville Aviation Authority 2017).

HISTORIC MAP AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY REVIEW
Historic maps and aerial photographs provide information on the historical landscape of the
APE. Figure 4 is a 1943 aerial photograph that shows a farm and associated buildings on both
sides of Pecan Park Road, at the eastern end of the APE. There was also an unimproved road
that ran through the center of the southernmost wetland, which appears to have provided
access to the farm from the south and west. These areas were cleared with the construction of
the airport, and current images contain no evidence of farming activities. The wetlands that are
to be mitigated at the end of Runway 26 do not correspond to any naturally occurring wetlands
visible in the historic aerial photograph.
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Figure 4. 1943 USDA aerial photograph showing the location of the APE.
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After Florida became a US territory in 1821, federal land surveyors for the General Land Office
(GLO) began the gradual process of formally surveying land within the territory. Figure 5 is an
1850 GLO plat map showing the current vicinity of the JIA and the locations of the APE. The
map provides no indications of cultural activity within or near the APE.

FLORIDA MASTER SITE FILE REVIEW
A review of the Florida Master Site File (FMSF) database, updated in January 2019, indicates
that there have been 10 previously conducted cultural surveys within one mile of the APE
(Table 1). None of these intersect the wetland removal areas or their immediate vicinity.
Figure 6 shows the locations of these surveys in relation to the APE. One archaeological site,
8DU21637 (the Barford Baptist Church Ruins), lies 0.9 miles northwest of the APE. The site
consists of the concrete foundation of a twentieth-century rural church building, originally built
in 1943. It was found to be ineligible for inclusion in the NRHP by the Florida State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO).
Table 1. Previous Cultural Resource Surveys within One Mile of the APE.
FMSF
Title
No.
An Archaeological and Historical Survey of the Proposed Pecan
10450
Park Estates Development Tract, Duval County, Florida
An Intensive Cultural Resource Assessment Survey of the Thomas
11595
Creek Preserve Property, Duval County, Florida
Cultural Resource Assessment of the North International Airport
11627
Boulevard, Duval County, Florida
A Cultural Resources Assessment Survey of the Benderson
16698
Development Still Tract, Duval County, Florida
A Cultural Resource Reconnaissance Survey of the TECO Peoples
19067
Gas Main Extension Project, Duval and Nassau Counties, Florida
A Cultural Resource Reconnaissance Survey of the Owens Road
19186
Alternate Route of the TECO Peoples Gas Main Extension Project,
Duval and Nassau Counties, Florida
Cultural Resource Assessment Survey for the Proposed
20734
Jacksonville International Airport North Access Road from Airport
Road to Pecan Park Road in Duval County, FL
Technical Memorandum Cultural Resource Assessment Survey of
21722
Seven Ponds along the Jacksonville National Cemetery Access
Road, Duval County, Florida
An Intensive CRAS of the Montgomery Solar Farm, Duval County,
22307
Florida
Phase I Cultural Resources Survey Conducted for the Florida
23122
Portion of the Once-Proposed Kinder Morgan Palmetto Pipe Line
Project, Nassau and Duval Counties, Florida
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2004
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2005

Chance, Marsha A. and
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2005

Stokes, Anne V.

2009

Johnson, Robert E.

2012

Johnson, Robert E.

2012

Johnson, Robert E.

2014

Chambless, Elizabeth
et al.

2015

Chambless, Elizabeth
et al.

2015

Bland, Myles

2016
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Figure 5. 1850 GLO map showing the location of the APE.
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Figure 6. Previous cultural surveys and previously recorded cultural resources within one mile of the APE.
.
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The FMSF database also indicated that there are five previously recorded architectural
resources within one mile of the APE (Table 2; see Figure 6). These are mid-twentieth-century
residential structures, each of which were determined to be ineligible for inclusion in the NRHP
by the Florida SHPO.
Table 2. Previously Recorded Resources within One Mile of the APE.
FMSF No.

Name

Style

Year Built

8DU21507
8DU21508
8DU21509
8DU21511
8DU16014

1671 Sundale Road
1718 Sundale Road
1755 Owens Road
1820 Owens Road
14281 Urn Road

Ranch
Ranch
Frame Vernacular
Masonry Vernacular
Frame Vernacular

1962
1965
1960
1959
1943

NRHP Evaluation
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible

Year Recorded/
Updated
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

POTENTIAL FOR CULTURAL RESOURCES WITHIN THE APE
Archaeological Probability Zones
The probability of encountering archaeological sites within an APE is typically based on
environmental factors, such as relative elevation, soil drainage, and proximity to sources of
fresh water. As discussed above, the APE contains numerous wetlands and standing water.
The areas surrounding the wetland removal zones are low and contain poorly and very poorly
drained soils. While the APE is near creeks and tributaries associated with the Nassau River,
topographic maps do not indicate any rises or prominent landforms. The small farm visible on
historic photographs has been cleared, although subsurface remnants of the structure that
once stood at the end of Runway 26 may be detectible with archaeological testing. Based on
these factors, archaeological testing of the APE would likely result in recovery of artifacts
associated with the farm; however, the presence of intact or significant archaeological deposits
is not likely.

Architectural Resources
There are no standing structures within or near the wetland APE. The JIA was established in
1968, and it is assumed there are buildings and/or structures dating to the same time period.
An architectural history assessment of the Jacksonville Air National Guard Base, which was built
at the same time and is located west of the JIA runways, was conducted in 2011. During that
survey, 28 historic structures were recorded (Nowick et al. 2011). A similar building survey of
JIA structures would likely result in documentation of numerous historic structures. However,
the JIA buildings are more than 0.5 miles from the APE and are not likely to be affected by the
project.
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APPENDIX C – Florida State Clearinghouse Coordination Letter and Response

6 May 2019
Office of Intergovernmental Programs
Department of Environmental Protection
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station 47
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
RE:

Request for Early Coordination
Jacksonville International Airport (JIA)
Environmental Assessment for JIA Airfield Wetland Mitigation Project

To Whom it may Concern:
Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), the Jacksonville Aviation Authority (JAA)
is preparing an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the JIA Airfield Wetland Mitigation Project. The EA will
be prepared in accordance with FAA Order 1050.1F, Environmental Impacts: Policies and Procedures, and
FAA Order 5050.4B, National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Implementing Instructions for Airport Actions.
The project lies directly west of Pecan Park Boulevard North, at the end of Runway 26 at JIA (Exhibit 1).
Once completed, the EA will be submitted to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). After review of the
EA, and consideration of comments from the public and federal, state and local agencies, the FAA will make
an environmental determination on the proposed project.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project involves eliminating approximately 52.80 acres of jurisdictional wetlands from the end of Runway
26 and providing appropriate wetland mitigation within the JIA Mitigation Area or an approved wetland
mitigation bank. The wetlands are comprised of both man-made (created) wetlands and natural areas. Since
2006, these areas have been documented as being attractive to wildlife hazardous to aviation (birds). JIA’s
current Wildlife Hazard Management Plan (WHMP) recommends the elimination of standing water (including
manmade and natural wetlands) from the Air Operations Area (AOA) (Exhibit 2). Removal of this habitat will
enhance safety at JIA.
These areas shall be cleared, filled, and graded in order to maintain proper drainage to prevent standing
water. Appropriate elimination of these areas will reduce the available habitat for hazardous wildlife at JIA
and reduce the risk of hazardous wildlife incidents. Permits through the St. Johns River Water Management
District (SJRWMD) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) will be obtained for the impacts
associated with this project and appropriate mitigation will be provided.
On behalf of the JAA, Environmental Resource Solutions is sending this early notification to
1. Advise Agencies of the preparation of the EA;
2. Request any relevant information that an Agency may have regarding the project; and
3. To solicit early comments regarding potential issues or concerns.
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Please send any information or comments to my attention (areed@ersenvironmental.com) or at our
business address (in footer). A response within 30 days would be appreciated. If comments are not
received, we will assume that your agency does not have concerns about the proposed project.
Sincerely,
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE SOLUTIONS
A Division of SES Energy Services LLC

Amy Reed
Senior Project Manager / Environmental Scientist
Enclosures:

Exhibit 1 - Location Map
Exhibit 2 – Project Area
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APPENDIX D – Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) Resource List
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APPENDIX E – Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI) Tracking List for Duval County,
Florida
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APPENDIX F – Effect Determination Key for the Wood Stork in Central and North
Peninsular Florida (September 2008)

THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS, JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT, U. S. FISH AND
WILDLIFE SERVICE, JACKSONVILLE ECOLOGICAL SERVICES FIELD
OFFICE AND STATE OF FLORIDA EFFECT DETERMINATION KEY FOR
THE WOOD STORK IN CENTRAL AND NORTH PENINSULAR FLORIDA
September 2008

Purpose and Background
The purpose of this document is to provide a tool to improve the timing and consistency
of review of Federal and State permit applications and Federal civil works projects, for
potential effects of these projects on the endangered wood stork (Mycteria americana)
within the Jacksonville Ecological Services Field Office (JAFL) geographic area of
responsibility (GAR see below). The key is designed primarily for Corps Project
Managers in the Regulatory and Planning Divisions and the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection or its authorized designee, or Water Management Districts.
The tool consists of the following dichotomous key and reference material. The key is
intended to be used to evaluate permit applications and Corps’ civil works projects for
impacts potentially affecting wood storks or their wetland habitats. At certain steps in the
key, the user is referred to graphics depicting known wood stork nesting colonies and
their core foraging areas (CFA), footnotes, and other support documents. The graphics
and supporting documents may be downloaded from the Corps’ web page at
http://www.saj.usace.army.mil/permit or at the JAFL web site at
http://www.fws.gov/northflorida/WoodStorks. We intend to utilize the most recent
information for both the graphics and supporting information; so should this information
be updated, we will modify it accordingly. Note: This information is provided as an
aid to project review and analysis, and is not intended to substitute for a
comprehensive biological assessment of potential project impacts. Such assessments
are site-specific and usually generated by the project applicant or, in the case of civil
works projects, by the Corps or project co-sponsor.
Explanatory footnotes provided in the key must be closely followed whenever
encountered.
Scope of the key
This key should only be used in the review of permit applications for effects
determinations on wood storks within the JAFL GAR, and not for other listed species.
Counties within the JAFL GAR include Alachua, Baker, Bradford, Brevard, Citrus, Clay,
Columbia, Dixie, Duval, Flagler, Gilchrist, Hamilton, Hernando, Hillsborough, Lafayette,
Lake, Levy, Madison, Manatee, Marion, Nassau, Orange, Pasco, Pinellas, Putnam, St.
Johns, Seminole, Sumter, Suwannee, Taylor, Union, and Volusia.
The final effect determination will be based on project location and description, the
potential effects to wood storks, and any measures (for example project components,
special permit conditions) that avoid or minimize direct, indirect, and/or cumulative
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impacts to wood storks and/or suitable wood stork foraging habitat. Projects that key to a
“no effect” determination do not require additional consultation or coordination with the
JAFL. Projects that key to “NLAA” also do not need further consultation; however, the
JAFL staff will assist the Corps if requested, to answer questions regarding the
appropriateness of mitigation options. Projects that key to a “may affect” determination
equate to “likely to adversely affect” situations, and those projects should not be
processed under the SPGP or any other programmatic general permit. For all “may
affect” determinations, Corps Project Managers should request the JAFL to initiate
formal consultation on the Wood stork.
Summary of General Wood Stork Nesting and Foraging Habitat Information
The wood stork is primarily associated with freshwater and estuarine habitats that are used
for nesting, roosting, and foraging. Wood storks typically nest colonially in medium to tall
trees that occur in stands located either in swamps or on islands surrounded by relatively
broad expanses of open water (Ogden 1991; Rodgers et al. 1996). Successful breeding sites
are those that have limited human disturbance and low exposure to land based predators.
Nesting sites protected from land-based predators are characterized as those surrounded by
large expanses of open water or where the nest trees are inundated at the onset of nesting and
remain inundated throughout most of the breeding cycle. These colonies have water depths
between 0.9 and 1.5 meters (3 and 5 feet) during the breeding season.
In addition to limited human disturbance and land-based predation, successful nesting
depends on the availability of suitable foraging habitat. Such habitat generally results from a
combination of average or above-average rainfall during the summer rainy season, and an
absence of unusually rainy or cold weather during the winter-spring breeding season (Kahl
1964; Rodgers et al. 1987). This pattern produces widespread and prolonged flooding of
summer marshes that tends to maximize production of freshwater fishes, followed by steady
drying that concentrate fish during the season when storks nest (Kahl 1964). Successful
nesting colonies are those that have a large number of foraging sites. To maintain a wide
range of foraging opportunities, a variety of wetland habitats exhibiting short and long
hydroperiods should be present. In terms of wood stork foraging, the Service (1999)
describes a short hydroperiod as one where a wetland fluctuates between wet and dry in 1 to
5-month cycles, and a long hydroperiod where the wet period is greater than five consecutive
months. Wood storks during the wet season generally feed in the shallow water of shorthydroperiod wetlands and in coastal habitats during low tide. During the dry season,
foraging shifts to longer hydroperiod interior wetlands as they progressively dry down
(though usually retaining some surface water throughout the dry season).
Because of their specialized feeding behavior, wood storks forage most effectively in
shallow-water areas with highly concentrated prey. Typical foraging sites for the wood stork
include freshwater marshes, depressions in cypress heads, swamp sloughs, managed
impoundments, stock ponds, shallow-seasonally flooded roadside or agricultural ditches, and
narrow tidal creeks or shallow tidal pools. Good foraging conditions are characterized by
water that is relatively calm, open, and having water depths between 5 and 15 inches (5 and
38 cm). Preferred foraging habitat includes wetlands exhibiting a mosaic of submerged
and/or emergent aquatic vegetation, and shallow, open-water areas subject to hydrologic
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regimes ranging from dry to wet. The vegetative component provides nursery habitat for
small fish, frogs, and other aquatic prey, and the shallow, open-water areas provide sites for
concentration of the prey during daily or seasonal low water periods.
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WOOD STORK KEY
Although designed primarily for use by Corps Project Managers in the Regulatory
and Planning Divisions, and State Regulatory agencies or their designees, project
permit applicants and co-sponsors of civil works projects may find this key and its
supporting documents useful in identifying potential project impacts to wood storks,
and planning how best to avoid, minimize, or compensate for any identified adverse
effects.
A.

Project within 2,500 feet of an active colony site¹………………………May affect
Project more than 2,500 feet from a colony site……………………………go to B

B.

Project does not affect suitable foraging habitat² (SFH)………………….no effect
Project impacts SFH²………………………………………………………go to C

C.

Project impacts to SFH are less than or equal to 0.5 acre³……….................NLAA4
Project impacts to SFH are greater than or equal to 0.5 acre..……………..go to D

D.

Project impacts to SFH not within a Core Foraging Area5 (see attached map) of a
colony site, and no wood storks have been documented foraging on
site…………………………………………………………………..............NLAA4
Project impacts to SFH are within the CFA of a colony site, or wood storks have
been documented foraging on a project site outside the CFA …………..….go to E

E.

Project provides SFH compensation within the Service Area of a Service-approved
wetland mitigation bank or wood stork conservation bank preferably within the
CFA, or consists of SFH compensation within the CFA consisting of enhancement,
restoration or creation in a project phased approach that provides an amount of
habitat and foraging function equivalent to that of impacted SFH (see Wood Stork
Foraging Habitat Assessment Procedure6 for guidance), is not contrary to the
Service’s Habitat Management Guidelines For The Wood Stork In The Southeast
Region and in accordance with the CWA section 404(b)(1) guidelines……NLAA4
Project does not satisfy these elements.…………………….....………...May affect
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1

An active nesting site is defined as a site currently supporting breeding pairs of wood storks, or has supported
breeding wood storks at least once during the preceding 10-year period.

² Suitable foraging habitat (SFH) is described as any area containing patches of relatively open (< 25% aquatic
vegetation), calm water, and having a permanent or seasonal water depth between 2 and 15 inches (5 to 38 cm). SFH
supports and concentrates, or is capable of supporting and concentrating small fish, frogs, and other aquatic prey.
Examples of SFH include, but are not limited to, freshwater marshes and stock ponds, shallow, seasonally flooded
roadside or agricultural ditches, narrow tidal creeks or shallow tidal pools, managed impoundments, and depressions in
cypress heads and swamp sloughs. See above Summary of General Wood Stork Nesting and Foraging Habitat
Information.
3

On an individual basis, projects that impact less than 0.5 acre of SFH generally will not have a measurable effect on
wood storks, although we request the Corps to require mitigation for these losses when appropriate. Wood Storks are a
wide ranging species, and individually, habitat change from impacts to less than 0.5 acre of SFH is not likely to
adversely affect wood storks. However, collectively they may have an effect and therefore regular monitoring and
reporting of these effects are important.
4

Upon Corps receipt of a general concurrence issued by the JAFL through the Programmatic Concurrence on this key,
“NLAA” determinations for projects made pursuant to this key require no further consultation with the JAFL.

5

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has identified core foraging area (CFA) around all known wood stork
nesting colonies that is important for reproductive success. In Central Florida, CFAs include suitable foraging habitat
(SFH) within a 15-mile radius of the nest colony; CFAs in North Florida include SFH within a 13-mile radius of a
colony. The referenced map provides locations of known colonies and their CFAs throughout Florida documented as
active within the last 10 years. The Service believes loss of suitable foraging wetlands within these CFAs may reduce
foraging opportunities for the wood stork.

6

This draft document, Wood Stork Foraging Habitat Assessment Procedure, by Passarella and Associates,
Incorporated, may serve as further guidance in ascertaining wetland foraging value to wood storks and compensating
for impacts to wood stork foraging habitat.

Monitoring and Reporting Effects
For the Service to monitor cumulative effects, it is important for the Corps to monitor the
number of permits and provide information to the Service regarding the number of
permits issued that were determined “may affect, not likely to adversely affect.” It is
requested that information on date, Corps identification number, project acreage, project
wetland acreage, and latitude and longitude in decimal degrees be sent to the Service
quarterly.
Literature Cited
Kahl, M.P., Jr. 1964. Food ecology of the wood stork (Mycteria americana) in Florida.
Ecological Monographs 34:97-117.
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APPENDIX G – Eastern Indigo Snake Programmatic Effect Determination Key,
Revised (July 2017)

APPENDIX H – Wetland and Deepwater Habitat Cowardin Classifications Flowchart

WETLANDS AND DEEPWATER HABITATS CLASSIFICATION
M  Marine

System

Subsystem

Class
Subclass

1  Subtidal

RB – Rock Bottom

UB – Unconsolidated
Bottom

AB – Aquatic Bed

RF – Reef

AB – Aquatic Bed

RF – Reef

RS – Rocky Shore

US – Unconsolidated
Shore

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud

1 Algal
3 Rooted Vascular

1 Coral
3 Worm

1 Algal
3 Rooted Vascular

1 Coral
3 Worm

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

System

E  Estuarine

1  Subtidal

Subsystem

Class
Subclass

2  Intertidal

RB – Rock
Bottom

UB – Unconsolidated AB – Aquatic Bed
Bottom

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

2  Intertidal

RF – Reef

1 Algal
2 Mollusk
3 Rooted Vascular 3 Worm
4 Floating Vascular

AB – Aquatic Bed

RF – Reef

SB – Streambed

RS – Rocky
Shore

US – Unconsolidated EM – Emergent
Shore

SS – Scrub
Shrub

FO – Forested

1 Algal
3 Rooted Vascular
4 Floating Vascular

2 Mollusk
3 Worm

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble
3 CobbleGravel
4 Sand
5 Mud
6 Organic

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

1 BroadLeaved
Deciduous
2 NeedleLeaved
Deciduous
3 BroadLeaved
Evergreen
4 NeedleLeaved
Evergreen
5 Dead
6 Deciduous
7 Evergreen

1 BroadLeaved
Deciduous
2 NeedleLeaved
Deciduous
3 BroadLeaved
Evergreen
4 NeedleLeaved
Evergreen
5 Dead
6 Deciduous
7 Evergreen

System

R  Riverine

Subsystem
Class
Subclass

1 Persistent
2 Nonpersistent
5 Phragmites
australis

1  Tidal

2 – Lower Perennial

3 – Upper Perennial

4*  Intermittent

RB** – Rock
Bottom

UB – Unconsolidated
Bottom

AB – Aquatic Bed

SB*** – Streambed

RS – Rocky Shore

US – Unconsolidated
Shore

EM  Emergent

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

1 Algal
2 Aquatic Moss
3 Rooted Vascular
4 Floating Vascular

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble
3 CobbleGravel
4 Sand
5 Mud
6 Organic
7 Vegetated

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic
5 Vegetated

2 Nonpersistent

* Intermittent is limited to the Streambed Class
** Rock Bottom is not permitted for the Lower Perennial Subsystem
*** Streambed is limited to Tidal and Intermittent Subsystems
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Federal Geographic Data Committee, 2013. Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States.
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WETLANDS AND DEEPWATER HABITATS CLASSIFICATION
L  Lacustrine

System

Subsystem

Class

Subclass

1  Limnetic

2  Littoral

RB – Rock
UB – Unconsolidated AB – Aquatic Bed
Bottom
Bottom

RB – Rock
UB – Unconsolidated
Bottom
Bottom

AB – Aquatic Bed

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 Algal
1 Bedrock
2 Aquatic Moss
2 Rubble
3 Rooted Vascular
4 Floating Vascular

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

1 Algal
2 Aquatic Moss
3 Rooted Vascular
4 Floating Vascular

Subclass

US – Unconsolidated EM – Emergent
Shore
1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic
5 Vegetated

2 Nonpersistent

P  Palustrine

System
Class

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

RS – Rocky
Shore

RB – Rock
Bottom

UB – Unconsolidated
Bottom

AB – Aquatic Bed

US – Unconsolidated
Shore

ML – MossLichen

EM – Emergent

SS – ScrubShrub

FO – Forested

1 Bedrock
2 Rubble

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic

1 Algal
2 Aquatic Moss
3 Rooted Vascular
4 Floating Vascular

1 CobbleGravel
2 Sand
3 Mud
4 Organic
5 Vegetated

1 Moss
2 Lichen

1 Persistent
1 BroadLeaved Deciduous
2 Nonpersistent
2 NeedleLeaved Deciduous
5 Phragmites australis 3 BroadLeaved Evergreen
4 NeedleLeaved Evergreen
5 Dead
6 Deciduous
7 Evergreen

1 BroadLeaved Deciduous
2 NeedleLeaved Deciduous
3 BroadLeaved Evergreen
4 NeedleLeaved Evergreen
5 Dead
6 Deciduous
7 Evergreen

MODIFIERS
In order to more adequately describe the wetland and deepwater habitats, one each of the water regime, water chemistry, soil, or
special modifiers may be applied at the class or lower level in the hierarchy.

Water Regime
Nontidal
A Temporarily Flooded
B Seasonally Saturated
C Seasonally Flooded
D Continuously Saturated
E Seasonally Flooded /
Saturated
F Semipermanently Flooded
G Intermittently Exposed
H Permanently Flooded
J Intermittently Flooded
K Artiﬁcially Flooded
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Saltwater Tidal
L Subtidal
M Irregularly Exposed
N Regularly Flooded
P Irregularly Flooded

Special Modiﬁers
Freshwater Tidal

Q Regularly Flooded-Fresh Tidal
R Seasonally Flooded-Fresh Tidal
S Temporarily Flooded- Fresh Tidal
T Semipermanently Flooded-Fresh Tidal
V Permanently Flooded-Fresh Tidal

Water Chemistry
Halinity/Salinity

b Beaver
d Partly Drained/Ditched
f Farmed
m Managed
h Diked/Impounded
r Artiﬁcial Substrate
s Spoil
x Excavated

1 Hyperhaline / Hypersaline
2 Euhaline / Eusaline
3 Mixohaline / M ixosaline (Brackish)
4 Polyhaline
5 Mesohaline
6 Oligohaline
0 Fresh

Federal Geographic Data Committee, 2013. Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States.

Soil
pH Modiﬁers for
Fresh Water
a Acid
t Circumneutral
i Alkaline

g Organic
n Mineral
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APPENDIX I – Mitigation Photo Essay
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Photo 1. Facing Southwest

Photo 2. Facing Southeast
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Photo 3. Facing North

Photo 4. Facing Southwest
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Photo 5. Facing Northwest

Photo 6. Facing Southeast
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Photo 7. Facing Southwest

Photo 8. Facing South
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Photo 9. Facing North

Photo 10. Facing North
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Photo 11. Facing North

Photo 12. Facing North

APPENDIX J - SJRWMD Meeting Minutes and UMAM Table

JACKSONVILLE AVIATION AUTHORITY
JACKSONVILLE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
JIA AIRFIELD WETLAND MITIGATION
SJRWMD PRE-APP MEETING
May 10, 2019 – 1:00 PM
SJRWMD Jacksonville Office
MEETING MINUTES
1. Attendees – See attached Sign-in sheet
SJRWMD – Wally Esser, Everett Frye
RS&H - Lindsey Maron
ERS – Kim Allerton, Amy Reed
2. Project Description
Ms. Maron explained that the purpose of the project was to remove wetlands off the end of
Runway 26 that are documented wildlife attractants. The project will include wetland removal, fill,
grading, and drainage infrastructure, as necessary. Wetland mitigation could be through on-site
preservation, on-site creation, and/or off-site mitigation credits.
3. Engineering/Stormwater
Ms. Maron explained that part of the site drains northwest toward Seaton Creek, tributary to the
Nassau River. The remaining part of the site drains east under Pecan Park Road to a low lying
area. The low wetlands on the site will be filled, and the site will be regraded to promote
drainage. No new impervious area is anticipated.
Mr. Frye stated that a pre- vs. post-development discharge analysis using a hydrograph method
will be required because the removal of wetlands reduces storage potential and re-grading likely
will cause increased discharge. Offsite detention could be considered to show no adverse
impact to the downstream receiving waters. Also the existing dry pond adjacent to the site could
be expanded to replace the removed storage. The analysis requires review of the 25-year, 24hour storm event only. No treatment will be required.
4. Wetland Impact and Mitigation
Ms. Reed stated the some of the wetlands in the project area were created in the mid-1990s as
mitigation for runway improvements that impacted jurisdictional wetlands. Mr. Esser stated that
these wetlands will be treated as successful wetlands, and no extra mitigation will be required.
The created wetlands are not under any easements.
The conceptual permit and on-site mitigation area have wetland and upland preservation and
wetland creation available as mitigation. Creation has been completed for previous projects, and
additional area (approximately 5.86 acres) was previously excavated to use as fill elsewhere but
not planted. To finish this creation area, Mr. Esser stated that it must be in compliance with the
conceptual permit.
Ms. Allerton stated most of the wetlands are mowed freshwater marsh; one of the wetlands is
forested. Ms. Allerton stated that historically, all wetlands (except for the created wetlands) were
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forested. Mr. Esser stated that Basin 4 mitigation bank credits can be used, even if the existing
wetlands are currently dominated by marsh vegetation. USACE will require active mitigation in
the form of wetland creation or offsite mitigation credits. It is anticipated that offsite mitigation
credits will be used, and the mitigation plan for USACE will drive the minimum credits used.
Ms. Allerton stated that the existing wetlands are regularly mowed and maintained to reduce
wildlife attraction. Anticipated UMAM scoring is Location and Landscape Support = 5, Water
Environment = 6, and Community Structure = 4. Mr. Esser agreed with these scores for initial
planning purposes.
Ms. Allerton suggested the wetlands be delineated by aerial interpretation because the lines vary
depending on recent rainfall and mowing activities and access to the site is challenging. Mr.
Esser agreed that aerial interpretation could be used and asked that the team also look at
elevations and historical aerials to delineate the wetlands. Then the group could conduct a site
visit with Mr. Esser to verify any questionable areas and agree on UMAM scoring. A mitigation
analysis would follow.
5. Permit Requirements
Based on the approximately 50 acres of wetland impacts and 170 acres of total area, Mr. Frye
stated the permit fee will be $9,120. The permit would be an individual permit with the same root
number as all JIA projects.
Mr. Esser stated that all previously-required conservation easements must be recorded to bring
previous permits into compliance. An additional permit for wetland fill will not be issued until this
happens.
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date: 7.8.2019

site: JIA EA Wetland Removal and Mitigation
Habitat Type
Location and
Landscape Support

Impacts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

641

Mitigation

Habitat Type

Preservation

640
630
621

514

Water

Community

Environment

Acres

Structure

Functional
Loss

before

after

before

after

before

after

5
5
5
5
5

0
0
0
0
0

6
6
6
6
6

0
0
0
0
0

4
4
4
4
4

0
0
0
0
0

9.91
36.47
4.86
1.35
0.23

4.9550
18.2350
2.4300
0.6750
0.1150
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Total
Impact
Acres
52.82

Total
Creation
Acres
0

Total
Upland
Enhancement
Acres
Provided
Provided
0
0
Total
Functional
Gain
Units
0.000

Total
Functional
Loss
26.410

Location and

Water

Community

Time

Risk

Preservation

Relative

Acres

Functional

Landscape Support

Environment

Structure

Lag

Factor

Adjustment

Functional

Provided

Gain

Factor

Gain

Units

before

after

before

after

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

before

after

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

1
1

1.00
1.00

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000

1
1
1
1
1

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

creation

1
2
uplands

11
12
13
14
15

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

